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PREFACE 
The present thesis embodies the researches carried out at the Ahgarh MusHm 
University, AUgarh. The Thesis comprises of six chapters. Besides the introductory 
chapter I, the second chapter deals with various aspects of the study of the three 
variable analogues of modified Hermite polynomials /f,^'^''^(x,y, 2). The next three 
chapters deal with the Lie-theoretic generating relations of four variables Modified 
Hermite polynomials H"'^''^'^{x,y,z,w), three variables two parameter Tricomi func-
tions Cn{x,y,z;Ti,T2) and two index five variables five parameters Bessel functions 
J7n,n{xi',^i), {i = 1,2,3,4,5) respectively. The sixth chapter concerns the study of 
fractional derivative and certain fractional operators due to M-Saigo and N. Maeda. 
Chapter I gives a brief survey of some of the earlier and recent works connected with 
the present thesis in the field of special functions. Lie theory and fractional calculus. 
The chapter also contains some preliminary concepts and important well known results 
needed in the subsequent text. 
Chapter II introduces modified Hermite polynomials and defines their generaliza-
tions in several variables. The chapter contains generating functions, recurrence rela-
tions, partial differential equation of three variable modified Hermite polynomials. The 
chapter also contains the relationship of modified Hermite polynomials with Legendre 
polynomials, some special properties and exp(3nsion of modified Hermite polynomials 
of three variables. Finally generalization of modified Hermite polynomials of three 
variables to modified Hermite polynomials of four variables is given. 
Chapter III constructs a realization of the algebraic representation 1~^ _^  for four 
variables modified Hermite polynomials H^''^''^'^{x, y, z, w) then the realization of ta,,^ 
is extended to a local multiplier representation of ^(0,1). Many results of Miller 
and others follow as special cases. Generating relations involving modified Hermite 
polynomials of four variables and associated Laguerre polynomials following the ideas 
and methods suggested by Miller are obtained. 
In Chapter IV, the Lie algebra 75 is used to get new generating functions for three 
variable two parameter IVicomi functions (3V2PTF) Cn{x,y,z;Ti,T2). Generating re-
lations and identities involving various forms of Tricomi fimctions are obtained and 
certain known results are also mentioned as special cases. 
Chapter V deals with problem of framing tv/o index five variable five paramet^er 
Bessel functions (2I5V5PBF) into the context of the representation Q{u}, mo) of the 
three dimensional Lie algebra Tg. The chapter contains the generating relations and 
identities involving 2I5V5PBF. Some new and known relations involving various other 
forms of generalized Bessel functions are deduced and their applications are given. 
Chapter VI deals with the fractional derivative techniques to obtain the linear and 
bihnear generating relations of some identities. Besides fractional derivative techniques, 
fractional integral operators introduced by M. Saigo and N. Maeda are also studied and 
established certain results in the form of theorems including integration by parts. 
In the end an exhaustive and upto date list of writing and original papers on the 
subject matter of this thesis have been provided in the form of a bibliography. 
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CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
"Special functions are solutions of a wide class of mathematically and physically 
relevant functional equations. They have centuries of history with immense literature 
and are known for their ambiguity and great applicability within mathenvatics as well as 
outside it. These functions commonly arise in the areas of heat conduction, communi-
cation system, electro-optics, electro-magnetic theory, electro-circuit theory, quantum 
mechanics, non-linear wave propagation and probability theory among others. Special 
functions play an important role in the formalism of mathematical physics and pro-
vide a unique tool for developing simplified yet realistic models of physical problems. 
A vast mathematical literature has been devoted to the theory of these functions, as 
constructed in the works of Euler, Chebyshev, Gauss, Hardy, Hermite, Legendre, Ra-
manujan and other classical authors. Some other developments are given by Andrews 
[2], Andrews et al. [3], Dunkl and Yuan [42], Erdelyi et al. [48-49], Iwasaki et al. [69], 
Lebedev [106], Rainville [122], Sneddon [139], Szego [143], Watson [147], et cetera. 
The importance of special functions has been further stressed by their various 
generalizations. The theory of generalized special functions has witnessed a signifi-
cant evolution during the recent years, see for example Dattoli [12-14], Dattoli et al. 
[16,20,26-36,40,41], DattoU and Khan [21,22], DattoU and Torre [37-39] and Dunkl and 
Yuan [42]. Khan [72,73,75,76], Khan and Abukhammash [77,78,82], Khan and Ahmad 
[84,86], Khan and Khan [87], Khan and Shukla [88-91] and For some important con-
tributions related to multiple basic hypergeometric series and ^-beta integrals, see for 
example Gustafson [54-59], Gustafson and Denis [60] and Gustafson and Krattenthaler 
[61]. 
The theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras is one of the classical well established 
chapters of mathematics. The applications of the theory of repiesentations of Lie 
groups and Lie algebras allow interpretations of many familiar one variable special 
functions. Pioneering work was done by Bargmann [6], Cartan [8], Gel'fand and Sapiro 
[50], Gilmore [51], Klimyk and Vilenkin [102], Miller [113,114], Talman [144], Vilenkin 
[145,146], Wawrzynczyk [148], Weisner [149-151], Wigner [152,153] and others. Since 
then an enormous amount of work has been done on this subject also motivated by 
physical models. Very recently some contributions have been given showing Lie the-
oretical representations of many sets of special functions in several variables, see for 
example Subuhi Khan [92,93], Khan and Pathan [94], Khan et al. [95-101], Pathan et 
al. [117,118], Pathan and Khan [116] and Ghazala Yasmin [154]. 
Recently, an increasing interest has grown around operational techniques and spe-
cial functions. It has been shown that by using operational techniques, many properties 
of ordinary and generalized special functions are easily derived and framed in a more 
general context, see for example [12-41]. 
The fractional calculus, like many other mathematical displines and ideas has its 
origin in the striving for extension of meaning. Well known examples are the extensions 
of the integars to the rational numbers, of the real numbers to the complex niunbers, of 
the factorials of integers to the notation of the 7-function. Thus the theory of fractional 
calculus is concerned with the nth derivative and the n-fold integrals when n becomes 
an arbitrary parameter. 
The hteratiue contains many examples of the use of fractional derivatives in the 
theory of hypergeometric functions, in solving ordinary and partial differential equa-
tions and integral equations as well as in other contents see, for example Ross [125], 
Eredlyi [44], Oldham and Spanier [115], Srivastava and Buschman [142], Ricci et al. 
[123,124], Khan [74], Khan and Ahmad [83] and Khan and Abukhammash [80,81]. 
This chapter contains the necessary background material of special functions. Lie 
theory and fractional derivatives. In Section 1.2, we discuss, in brief, the significance of 
Lie theoretic techniques. In Section 1.3, we give historical developemnts of fractional 
calculus. In Section 1.4, we review the definitions of hypergeometric function and other 
related special functions. In Section 1.5, we review the concepts of generating relations. 
In Section 1.6, we give the definitions and examples of local Lie groups and Lie algebras. 
In Section 1.7, we discuss in brief, the representations of Lie algebras. In Section 1.8, 
we deiscuss in brief, aspects of fractional derivatives and hypergeometric functions. In 
Section 1.9, we discuss operators of fractional integration. However, the definitions and 
examples treated here are only those which are used in our work, thereby laying the 
ground work for treatment of problems in subsequent chapters. 
1.2. SIGNIFICANCE OF LIE THEORETIC TECHNIQUES 
The theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras made its first appearance at the end of 
the nineteenth century in the works of Norwegian mathematician, Sophus Lie, who ap-
plied algebraic methods to the theory of differential equations and to geometry. During 
the last century, the Lie theoretic methods entered into many areas of mathematics and 
theoretical physics and now become inseparable from them. In applied mathematics. 
Lie theory remains a powerful tool for studying differential equations, special functions 
and perturbation theory. Lie theory has applications not only in elementary particle 
physics and nuclear phyiscs but also in such diverse fields as continum mechanics, solid 
state physics, cosmology and control theory. 
The Lie theoretic approach provides the natural, direct, unified and eflacient frame-
work for general treatment of a wide class of special functions arising in mathematical 
physics. The first significant advance in this direction is made by Weisner [149-151] 
who exhibits the group-theoretic significance of generating functions for hypergeomet-
ric, Hermite and Bessel functions. Miller [113] and McBride [109] present Weisner's 
method in a systematic manner and thereby lay its firm foundation. Miller also extends 
Weisner's theory further by relating it to the factorization method, a powerful tool for 
computing eigenvalues and recurrence relations for solutions of second order ordinary 
differential equations. Miller has shown that the fax;torization method is equivalent 
to the representation theory of four local Lie groups. A detailed study of these four 
groups and their Lie algebras leads to a unified treatment of a significant proportion 
of special function theory, specially that part of the theory which is most useful in 
mathematical physics. 
The primary tools needed to derive generating functions are multiplier representar 
tions of local Lie groups and representations of Lie algebras by generalized Lie deriva-
tives. Special functions occur as matrix elements and basis vectors corresponding to 
multiplier representations of local Lie groups. 
It is well known from the literature that operational technifjues include integral 
and differential operators and provide a systematic and analytic approach to study spe-
cial functions, see for example Srivastava and Manocha [108]. In recent past, Dattoli 
and his co-workers [12-41] extended the operational techniques to study the properties 
of generalized special functions of mathematical physics. One of the numerous appli-
cations of opertional techniques to special functions is to obtain generating relations. 
These techniques provide a general framework to obtain generating relatioiLs involving 
generalized special functions. 
1.3. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS OF FRACTIONAL CALCULUS 
The fractional calculus, hke many other mathematical disciplines and ideas, has 
its origin in the striving for extension of meaning. Well known examples are the 
extensions of the integers to the rational numbers, of the real numbers to the complex 
numbers, of the factorials of integers to the notation of the 7-function. In differential 
and integral calculus the question of extension of meaning is: Can the derivatives 
-— of integer order, n > 0, respectively the n-fold integrals, be extended when n is 
any number fractional, irrational or complex? The affirmative answer has led to the 
so-called fractional calculus, a misnomer for the theory of operators of integration of 
differentiation of arbitrary (fractional) order and their applications. 
Thus the theory of fractional calculus is concerned with the nth deri\-ative and 
n-fold integrals when n becomes an arbitrary parameter. One versed in the calculus 
finds that - — - is nothing but an indefinite integral in disguise. But fractional orders 
of differentiation are more mysterious because they have no obvious geometric inter-
pretation along the lines of the customary introduction to derivatives and integrals as 
slopes and areas. If one is prepared to dispense with a pictorial representation, how-
ever, will soon find that fractional order derivatives and integrals are just as tangible 
as those of integer order and that a new dimension in mathematics opens to him when 
n of the operator ^ becomes an arbitrary parameter. It is not a sterile exercise in 
pure mathematics, many problems in the physical science can be expressed and solved 
succinctly by recourse to fractional calculus. 
This is a discipline, "as old a mathematical analysis. It can be categorized, briefly, 
as appUcable mathematical analysis. The properties and theory of fractional operators 
are proper objects of study in their own right. In recent decades, they have been found 
useful in various fields : theology, quantitative biology, electrochemistry, scattering 
theory, difltusion, transport theory, probability, statistics, potential theory and elasticity 
etc. However, many mathematicians and scientists are unfamiliar with this topic ... 
and thus, while the theory has developed, its use has lagged behind...". 
These reasons made Prof. B. Ross, the author of the above cited phrase, backed 
by other famous fractional analysts: Profs. A. Erdelyi, I. Sneddon and A. Zygmund to 
organize in 1974 in New Haven the historical first international conference on fractional 
calculus. Ten years later, a second international conference on fractional calculus took 
place in Scotland, at Ross Priory - the Strathclyde University's stunning property on 
the shores of Loch Lomond. Later on, in 1989, the third international conference was 
organized in Tokyo, on the occasion of the hundredth anniversary of Nihon University. 
Going back to the history, it seems that Leibnitz was first to try to extend the 
meaning of a derivative -^ of integer order n. Perhaps, it was natve toying with 
the symbols that prompted L' Hospital to ask: "What of n be | ? " Leibnitz, in 1695, 
repUed, "It will lead to a paradox" but added prophetically. "From this apparent 
paradox, one day useful consequences will be drawn". In 1819 the first mentioning of a 
derivative of arbitrary order appeared in a pubhshed article by Lacroix. Later on, Euler 
and Fourier gave meaning to derivatives of arbitrary order but still without examples 
and applications. So, the honour of devising the first application belonged to Abel in 
1823. He applied fractional calculus techniques to the solution of an integral equation, 
related to the so-called isochrone (tautochrone) problem. Abel's solution was so elegant 
that, it probably attracted the attention of Liouville to make the first major attempt 
in giving a logical definition of the fractional derivative, starting from two different 
points of view. In 1847, Riemann, while a student, wrote a paper which was eventually 
published posthumously and gave the definition, whose modifications is now known 
as the Riemann-Liouville integral. Like other mathematical ideas, the development of 
fractional calculus has passed through various errors, absurdities, controversies, etc. 
That sometimes made mathematicians distrusting in the general concept of fractional 
operators. Thus, it has taken 279 years, since L' Hospital first raised the question, for a 
text to appear entirely devoted to the topic of fractional calculus: the book of Oldham 
and Spanier [115]. The intermediate period (1695-1974) is thoroughly described by Ross 
in his "chronological Bibliography of the Fractional Calculus with commentary" [126]. 
Among the many authors contributing to the topic the names of Lagrange, Laplace, 
De Morgan, Letnikov, Lourant, Hadamard, Heaviside, Hardy, Littlewood, Weyl, Post, 
Erdelyi, Kober, Widder, Osier, Sneddon, Mikolas, Al-Bassam can be mentioned. A 
more detailed exposition could be found in the historical remarks of Ross [127] and 
Mikolas [110-112] as well as in the surveys of Sneddon [137,138] and Al-Bassam [1] and 
the huge encyclopaedic book of Samko, Kilbas and Marichev [132]. 
1.4. DEFINITION NOTATIONS A N D RESULTS USED 
Frequently occuring definitions, notations and results used in this thesis are as 
given under: 
THE GAMMA FUNCTION 
The gamma function is defined as 
/•OO 
/ t'-^ e~^ dt, Rl{z) > 0 
r{z) = { ° (1.4.1) 
^^^"^^ \ Rl{z)<0, z = 0 , - l , - 2 , - 3 , - - -
POCHHAMMER'S SYMBOL A N D THE FACTORIAL FUNCTION 
The Pochhammer symbol {X)n is defined as 
r A(A + l)(A + 2)---(A + n - l ) , if n = 1,2,3, •• • 
(A)„ = { (1.4.2) 
( 1 , n = 0 
Since (!)„ = n!, (A)„ may be looked upon as a generalization of elementary facto-
rial. In terms of gamma function, we have 
(A)„ = ^ ^ Y ( | ) ^ ' A ^ 0 , - 1 , - 2 , . - . (1.4.3) 
The binomial coefficient may now be expressed as 
'A\ _ A ( A - l ) - - - ( A - n + l) (-1)"(-A)„ 
,n / n! n] 
Also we have 
LEGENDRE'S DUPLICATION FORMULA 
In view of the definition (1.4.2), we have 
2 7 „ V 2 
' n ^ 
7 
(1.4.4) 
(^)" = n \ ' n - 1 , 2 , 3 , - - - , A ^ 0 , ± l , ± 2 , - - - (1.4.5) 
Equation (1.4.3) also yields 
{\)m+n = (A)m(A + m)„ (1.4.6) 
which is conjunction with (1.4.5) gives 
(A)n-. = }~V^h . 0 < A: < n. 
for A = 1, we have 
,0<fc<n 
{-n)k={ '"''-'• (1.4.7) 
(A)2n = 2 2 " ( ^ ) ( ^ ) , n = 0 , l ,2 , - - - , (1.4.8) 
which follows also from Legendre's duplication formula for the Gamma function, viz 
v^r(2z) = 2''-'r{z)r (^ + 0 , z^o,-^,-i,-^ (1.4.9) 
THE BETA FUNCTION 
The Beta function B{a,p) is a function of two complex variables a and /?, defined 
by 
( 1 
I e-\\-tf-^dt,Rl{a) > 0, Rl{p) > 0 
0 
r(a)r(/3) 
B{a,P)={ (1.4.10) 
I na + P) , m{a) < 0, Rl{p) < 0, a, /3 7^  - 1 , - 2 , - 3 
HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION 
The hypergeometric function 2Fi[a,(3; 7; x] is defined by 
n=0 ^ '''" "• 
where a,/?,7 are real or complex parameters and 77^0,—1,—2---. 
By d'Alembert's ratio test, it is easily seen that the hypergeometric series in Eq. 
(1.4.11) converges absolutely within the unit circle, that is, \x\ < 1, provided that the 
denominator parameter 7 is neither zero nor a negative integer. However, if either or 
both of the numerator parameters a and /3 in Eq. (1.4.11) is zero or a negative integer, 
the hypergeometric series terminates. 
When |x| = 1 (that is, on the unit circle), the hypergeometric series is: 
(1) absolutely convergent if Re (7 — a — /?) > 0; 
(2) conditionally convergent if - 1 < Re(7 — a — /?) < 0, x 7^  1; 
(3) divergent if Re (7 — a — /3) < —1. 
2^1 [a, p] 7; x] is a solution of the differential equation 
d XL d/ii 
x ( l - a ; ) — - f - ( 7 - ( a + / ? + l ) x ) — - a / ? t i = 0, (1.4.12) 
in which a, /3 and 7 are independent of x. This is a homogeneous linear differential 
equation of the second order and is called the hypergeometric equation. It has atmost 
three singularities 0,00 and 1 which are all regular [120]. This function has the following 
integial representation 
2F,\a,P\rM = ^, .^ 7^^  r / e-\l-tr-''-\l-xt)-''dt, (1.4.13) 
r(a)r(7-Q) Jo 
Re (7) > Re (a) > 0, |arg(l - x)| < n 
CONFLUENT HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION 
If in hypergeometric equation (1.4.12), we replace x by x/P, the resulting equation 
will have three singularities at x = 0, /5,00. 
By letting \P\ —^ 00, this transformed equation reduces to 
cPu , ^du ^ , , 
X-—r+ ( 7 - x ) — - a t x = 0. (1.4.14 
dx^ dx 
Eq. (1.4.14) has a regular singularity at x = 0, and an irregular singularity at 
X = 00, which is formed by the confluence of two regular singularities at /? and cc of 
Eq. (1.4.12) with x replaced by x//3. 
Consequently, Eq. (1.4.14) is called the confluent hypergeometric equation or 
Kummer's differential equation after E.E. Kummer, who presented its detailed study 
of a solutions in 1836, see [105]. 
The simplest solution of Eq. (1.4.14) is confluent hypergeometric function or 
Kummer's function iFi[a;7;x] which is given as 
,F,[a;r,x] - y,TY^^ 7 7 ^ 0 , - 1 , - 2 , - - - ; |x| < cx), (1.4.15) 
which can also be deduced as a special case of hypergeometric function 2Fi[a,P;'y; x]. 
In fact, we have 
lim 2-^1 
/3->oo 
X 
= iFi[a;r,x]. (1.4.16) 
SOME SPECIAL CASES OF HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION 
The Gauss hypergeometric function 2F1 and the confluent hypergeometric function 
iFi form the core of the special functions and include as special cases most of the com-
monly used functions. The 2-^ 1 includes as its special cases, many elementary functions 
Legendre function of the first and second kinds, the incomplete beta function, com-
plete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds, Jacobi polynomials, Gegenbauer (or 
ultra spherical) polynomials, Legendre (or spherical) polynomials, TchebychefT poly-
nomials of the first and second kinds et cetera ([108]; pp. 34-36). On the other hand, 
iFi includes as its special cases, Bessel functions, Whittaker functions, incomplete 
gamma functions, error functions, parabohc cylinder (or Weber) functions, Bateman's 
fc-function, Hermite polynomials, Laguerre functions and polynomials, Poisson-CharUer 
polynomials et cetera ([108]; pp.39-41). 
In this section, we discuss the relationships between the hypergeometric function 
and other special functions (we consider only those special functions which will be used 
in our work). 
I- ( 1 -^ ) - " = E ^ ^ = iFo[a;-;z], \z\ < 1, (1.4.17) 
n=0 >^-
where (1 — z)~° is the familiar binomial function. 
00 2 " 
n . e^  = ^ - = oFo[-,-,z], (1.4.18) 
n=0 "! 
where e^  is the well-known exponential function. 
III. BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
The Bessel functions J„(x) are defined by means of the generating relation 
f2 U^T = exp (^(t~-\\ (1.4.19) 
n = — 0 0 
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for t 7^  0 and for all finite x. 
Bessel functions J„(x) are also defined by 
CO ( _ i ) f e ( | ) n + 2 f c 
A:!r(l + n + fc)' •W) = E (1.4.20) 
fc=0 
where n is a positive integer or zero, and 
Jn{x) = (-1)"J_„(X), 
where n is a negative integer. 
Bessel functions are solutions of differential equation 
x 2 0 + x ^ + (x2-n2)y = 0. 
(1.4.21) 
(1.4.22) 
Also, we note that Bessel functions J„(x) satisfy the following differential recvn-
rence relations 
— Jn{x) = Jn-l{x) J „ ( x ) , 
ax X 
— Jn{x) = -Jn+l{x) + - Jn{x). 
ax x 
(1.4.23) 
We note that 
X 
.; 1 + n; — -
4 (1.4.24) 
IV. LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS 
The Legendre polynomials P„(x) are defined by means of the generating relation 
oo 
^Pn{x)r = ( l - 2 2 ; i + t^) '^ /^ for |i| < 1 and |a;| < 1. (1.4.25) 
n=0 
Legendre polynomials Pn{x) are also defined by 
[n/2] 
Pn{x) = Y. '/"(-l)'=(l/2)„_fc(2x)"-2'= 
fc=0 
A;! (n - 2A;)! (1.4.26) 
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Legendre polynomials are solutions of differential equation 
{ l - x ' ) ^ - 2 x ^ + n{n+l)y = 0. 
dx^ ax 
We note that 
r 1 - x^ 
Pn{x) = 2F1 - n , n + 1 ; 1; — -
(1.4.27) 
(1.^.28) 
V. HERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
Tlie Hermite polynomials i/„(x) are defined by means of the generating relation 
" Hn{x)t" E 
n=0 n\ 
= e x p ( 2 x i - r ) . (1.4.29) 
Hermite polynomials Hn{x) are also defined by 
_ ffl(-l)^n!(2x)"-^^ 
fc=0 
k\{n~2k)\ (1.4.30) 
Hermite polynomials are solutions of differential equation 
dh o dy 
-j~-2x-f- + 2ny = 0. 
dx^ dx 
We note that 
Hn{x) = (2x)"2Fo n —n + 1 1 2 ' ~ 2 ' - ' ~ ^ 
(1.4.31) 
(1.4.32) 
VI. LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS A N D ASSOCIATED LAGUERRE POLY-
NOMIALS 
The Laguerre polynomials Ln{x) of order n are defined by means of the generating 
relation 
Ei.W<"= (rr7)-p((fr7)j- ('-"3) 
1=0 
Laguerre polynomials Ln{x) are also defined by 
(1.4.34) 
fe=0 
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where n is a noimegative integer. 
Laguerre polynomials axe solutions of differential equation 
d?y .^ . dy 
We note that 
Ln{x) = iFi[-n; 1; x]. 
(1.4.35) 
(1.4.36) 
The associated Laguerre polynomials Ln'(x) are defined by means of the generat-
ing relation 
Associated Laguerre polynomials Ln (x) are also defined by 
(1.4.37) 
i(.,(,) = ^ (-!)'(" +<=)!-' 
r=0 
(n — r)! {k + r)!r! ' (1.4.38) 
where n is a nonnegative integer. 
Associated Laguerre polynomials are solutions of the di£Ferential equation 
We note that 
i^"w = wnr'^ 'i-"'''^ '^ '^- (1.4.40) 
THE GENERALIZED HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION 
The generalized hypergeometric function is defined as 
tti,02,••-,«? ; 
where /3j i^ 0, - 1 , - 2 , - 3 , • • •; -^ = 1,2, • • • ,9. 
The series in (1.4.41) 
E°° ( Q ! l ) n ( a 2 ) n - - - ( Q p ) n £ ^ 
„=o('^i)"'('^2)n, •••,(/?,)„ n! (1.4.41) 
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(i) Converges for | 2 |< oo if p < q-. 
(ii) Converges for | ^ |< 1 if p = ? + 1, and 
(iii) Diverges for all z, z ^ 0, if p > q + I. 
Furthermore, if we set 
u 
then the pFq series, with p = q + 1, is 
(I) Absolute convergent for ( 2 j= 1, if Re(a;) > 0, 
(II) Conditionally convergent for | z |= 1, z ^ 1, If —1 < Re(cj) < 0, and 
(III) Diverges for | 2 |= 1 if Re(a;) < - 1 . 
Further, a symbols of type A(/c, a) stands for the set of k parameters 
a a + 1 a + k — I 
Thus 
p+k-t'q+r 
k' k 
(ap),A(fc,a) ; 
_ib,),Air,P) ; _ 
f . (ai).(a2)n • • • {a,)n (f )„ ( ^ ) . , • • •, ( ^ ^ ) , z" 
^n!(Mn(M„-- - (Mn(fL(^)„ , - - - , (^)„ 
Appell function of two variables are defined as 
Fi[a,b,b'; c] x,y] = J2Y1 {a)m+nib)m{b')n m n •^ y J 
max{| X | , | y 1} < 1; 
(1.4.42) 
(1.4.43) 
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F,[a,b,b; c,c; x,y] = ^ ^ ^ - ^ - ^ ^ - ^ - ^ :. y , (1.4.44) 
| x | + | y | < l ; 
" _ni..n / I A A-\ 
F3[a,a,b,b- c] x,y\ = 2^2-^ ^ i r^ i M ^ ^ ' (1.4.4o) 
m=0 n=0 "^- ^- VC;m+„ 
maxd X |, | y 1} < 1; 
F4K6; c,c, x,y] = ) _ , l ^ ^ , „ , ( ^ ) ^ ( ^ ) ^ x y , (1.4.46) 
Lauricella (1893) further generalized the four Appell function Fj, F2, Fj, F4 to 
function of n variables. 
F^^\a,bi,--- ibn, Ci,---,Cn\ Xu---,Xn] 
~ ^ „ (ci)mi • • • (c„)m„ mi! m„!' 
mi,m2,--,mn=0 \ / i v / -^ 
| a ; i | + - - - + | x „ | < l ; (1.4.47) 
F^"^[ai,---,an,6i,---,^i; c; a;i,---,x„] 
^ ^ n (c)mi+-.+m„ mi! m„!' 
max{| xi I, I a;2 I, • • •, I a^ n 1} < 1; (1.4.4S) 
F^\a,b; C i , - - - , c „ ; X i , - - - , X n ] 
(Q^)mi+--t-mn (Pl ) m i + - + m n ^ 1 ' J^IT" 
.r, m m„-o (ci)mi' '" (cTx)m„ mi! m„! ^ E 
x / | ^ + - - - + \ / r x J < l (1.4.49) 
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F^^'[a,bi,---,bn; c; Xi,--- ,Xn] 
Tni,m2,--,m„=0 
( a ) m i + • • • + m „ n i l 
(CjrniH |-"t,i 
niax{| xi | , - - - , | x„ 1} < 1; 
Clearly, we have 
mi! m„! 
(1.4.50) 
F4,FS^ = F.. 1-
Also, we have 
F^^\a,bi,b2,h ; c ; a;,y,z] 
0 0 0 0 CXD 
_ Y^ >r^ Y^ {a)k+m+n{bi)k{b2)m{h)n x^y^ z^ 
~ ^ ^ ^ ('c)fc+„i4-r. k\ ml n\ 
fc=0m=0n=0 
(1.4.51) 
 
Just as the Gaussian 2-F'i function was generalized to pFq by increasing the number 
of numerator and denominator parameter, the four Appell functions were unified and 
generalized by Kampe de Feriet (1921) who defined a general hypergeometric function 
of two variables. 
The notation introduced by Kampe de Feriet for his double h^-pergeometric func-
tion of superior order was subsequently abbreviated in 1941 by Burchnall and Chaundy 
[7]. We recall here the definition of a more general class double h}-pergeometric fimc-
tion [than the one defined by Kampe de Feriet] in a slightly modified notation [see for 
example Srivastava and Panda [141]). 
l.m.n ,Tn,n 
K ) : (^); (cfc) ; 
x,y 
(ai): iPm); (in) ; 
where, for convergence 
0 0 0 0 
_ v - ^ v ^ ^ j ^ ] j=i 3=1 X y' 
r! s\ 
(1.4..52) 
(i) p + q<l + Tn + l, p + k<l + n + l, | x | < o o , | y |<cx) , or 
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(ii) p + q = l + m + l, p + k = I + n + I, and 
\x\TF=^ + \y\TF^<l , if p > / 
(1.4.53) 
max{| X I, I y 1} < 1 , if p < / 
Although the double hypergeometric function defined by (1.4.52) reduces to the 
Kampe de Feriet function in the spaecial case: 
q = k and m = n, 
yet it is usually referred to in the literature as the Kampe de Feriet function. 
1.5. GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
Laplace introduced the concept of 'generating function' in 1812. Since then the 
theory of generating functions has been developed into various directions. Generat-
ing relations of special functions arise in a diverse range of applications in quantimi 
physics, molecular chemistry, harmonic analysis, multivariate statistics, number theory 
et cetera. Generating functions play an important role in the investigation of various 
useful properties of the sequences which they generate. There are various methods of 
obtaining generating functions for a fairly wide variety of sequences of special functions 
(and polynomials), see for example [108,109]. 
LINEAR GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
Consider a two variable function F(a;, t), which possesses a formal (not necessarily 
convergent for t ^0) power series expansion in t such that 
CO 
Fix,t) = X^/n(x)£", (1.5.1) 
Tl=0 
where each member of the coefficient set {/n(a;)}^o ^ independent of t. Then, the 
expansion (15.1) of F(x, t) is said to have generated the set {fn{x)} and F{x, t) is called 
a linear generating function (or simply, a generating function) for the set {/„(x)}. 
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This definition may be extended slightly to include a generating function of the 
type: 
oo 
G{x,t) = ^ c „ 5 „ ( x ) f \ (1.5.2) 
n=0 
where the sequence {cn}^o "^^y contain the parameters of the set (jri{x), but is inde-
pendent of X and t. 
liCn and gn{x) in expansion (1.5.2) are prescribed, and if we can formally determine 
the sum function G{x,t) in terms of known special functions, then we say that the 
generating functions G{x, t) has been found. 
Further, if the set {fni^)} is defined for n = 0,±1,±2, •••, then the definition 
(1.5.2) may be extended in terms of the Laurent series expansion: 
oo 
F*{x,t) = Yl ^nfn{x)r, (1.5.3) 
n=—oo 
where the sequence {7n}^_oo is independent of x and t. 
BILINEAR A N D BILATERAL G E N E R A T I N G F U N C T I O N S 
If a three-variable function F{x, y, t) possesses a formal power series expansion in 
t such that 
oo 
F{x,y,t) = ^ 7 n / n ( x ) / „ ( y ) r , (1.5.4) 
n=0 
where the sequence {7n} is independent of x, y and £, then F{x, y, t) is called a bihnear 
generating function for the set {fni^)}-
More generally, if J^{x, y, t) can be expanded in powers of t in the form 
oo 
r{x,y,t) = ^ 7 n / a ( n ) ( a ; ) / / 3 ( n ) ( y ) ^ ' ' , ( 1 . 5 -5 ) 
n=0 
where a{n) and f5{n) are function of n which are not necessary equal, then also 'F[x, y. t) 
is called a bilinear generating function for the set {fn{x)}-
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Further, suppose that a three-variable function H{x, y, t) has a formal power series 
expansion in t such that 
oo 
H{x,y,t) = ^/ in/n(a:)^n(y)i", (1.5.6) 
n=0 
where the sequence {hn} is independent of x, y and t, and the sets of functions 
{/„(x)}^o and {pn(-'c)}^o are different. Then H{x,y,t) is called a bilateral gener-
ating function for the set of {fn{x)} or {g„(x)}. 
The above definition of a bilateral generating function, may be extended to include 
bilateral generating function of the type: 
oo 
n{x,y,t) - ^lnfa{n){x)gi3(n)iy)t'' (1.5.7) 
n=0 
where the sequence {7„} is independent of x, y and t, the sets of functions {/n(x)}^o 
and {9ni^)}^=o are different, and a{n) and P{n) are functions of n which are not 
necessarily equal. 
Multi-variable, Multi-linear, Multi-lateral and Muliple Generating Func-
tions 
Suppose that G{xi,X2, ••• ,Xr;t)\sa, function of r -I-1 variables, which has a formal 
expansion in powers of t such that 
oo 
G{xi,X2,---,Xr;t) = ^Cnp„(xi,2;2,---,2;r)f", (1.5.8) 
n=0 
where the sequence {c„} is independent of the variables a;i,a;2, • • • ,Xr and t. Then 
G{xi,X2,- • • ,Xr;t) is called a generating function for the set {gn{xi,X2,-• • ,Xr)} 
corresponding to the nonzero coefficients Cn-
oo 
Tl=0 
Similarly, we extend the definition of bilinear and bilateral generating functions to 
include such multivariable generating functions as: 
n = 0 
J^{Xi,X2, • • •,Xr\ yi,y2, • • • ,2/r;0 = ^•ynfa(n){Xl,X2 • • " , 3:^  )//?(„) (t/l, 2/2 " " " ,!/r)f" 
(1.5.9) 
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and 
oo 
n{Xi,X2,---,Xr; yi,y2,---,ys;t) = ^hnfa{n){Xl,X2,- • • ,Xr)gi3(n){yuy2,- • • ,ys)t", 
n=0 
(1.5.10) 
respectively. 
A multi-variable generating function G{xi,X2,- • • ,Xr;t) given by Eq. (1.5.8) is 
said to be a multi-linear generating function if 
gn{Xi,X2,---,Xr) = /a i(n)(Xl )/a2(n)(.'C2) " " •/a,(„,)(.Xr), (1.5.11) 
where ai{n),a2{n), • ••, ar{n) are functions of n which are not necessarily equal. More 
generally, if the functions occuring on the right hand side of (1.5.11) are all different 
then the multi-variable generating function (1.5.8) is called a multi-lateral generatiu"^ 
function. 
A natural further extension of the multi-variable generating function (l.J.S) is a 
multiple generating function which may be defined by 
^{Xl,X2,---,Xr; ti,t2,---,tr) 
oo 
5 Z C{ni,n2,---,nr)rn,,n2,:;nA^UX2,---,Xr)tlH2^---t';:-, (1.5.12) 
' l l i " 2 i " , 1 r = 0 
where the multiple sequence {C{ni,n2, • • •, n^)} is independent of the variables Xi, X2, •• •, .x,. 
and ti,t2,--- ,U-
Further, definitions (1.5.8) and (1.5.12) may be extended in terms of the Laurent 
series expansions: 
oo 
G*{Xi,X2,---,Xr]t) = ^ Cngn{Xl,X2,---,Xr)f' (1.5.13) 
n=—oo 
and 
^ * ( X i , X 2 , - - - , X r ; ti,t2,--- ,tr) 
oo 
Y l < ^ ( " l > " 2 , - - - , n r ) r „ i , n 2 , . . . , n . ( X l , X 2 , - - - , X ^ ) i 7 ' i ^ 2 . . . ^ n . ^ (1.5.14) 
ni,n2,--,nr=-oo 
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respectively. 
1.6. LOCAL LIE GROUPS A N D LIE ALGEBRAS 
A Lie group is both an abstract group and an analytic manifold such that the 
operations of group multiphcation and group inversion are analytic with respect to the 
manifold structure (Hamermesh [62], Helagason [64], Pontrjagin [119], Eisenhart [43]). 
We use the groups which are defined and analytic only in some neighbourhood of 
the group identity element, that is, with local Lie groups. 
Let C" be the space of complex n-tuples g = {91,92, • • -,9,1), where 9i e C for 
i~l,2,---,n and define the origin e of C" by e = (0,0, • • •, 0). Suppose V is an open 
set in C" containing e. 
LOCAL LIE GROUP 
A complex n-dimensional local Lie group G in the neighbourhood V c C" is 
determined by a function (;6 : C" x C" -^ C", such that 
(i) 0 (g ,h )6C '* f o r a l l g , h e K . 
(ii) <^ (g) h) is analytic in each of its 2n arguments. 
(iii) If < (^g, h) e V, 4>{h, k) G V, then (f>i(P{g, h), k) = 0(g, 0(h, k)). 
(iv) <^ (e, g) = 0(g, e) = g for all g G F . 
TANGENT VECTOR A N D COMMUTATOR 
Let G be a local Lie group and let t -> g(f) = {gi{t),g2{t),• • •,gn{t)), t e C, he 
an analytic mapping of a neighbourhood of 0 G C into V, such that g(0) = e. We can 
consider such a mapping to be a complex analytic curve in G passing through e. The 
tangent vector to g(t) at e is the vector 
" = It«") |'=° = (!»•<"• 5»^<'^ ' • • • S»"<") [,„ ^ "^- ('-6') 
Every vector a G C" is the tangent vector at e for some analytic curve. In 
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particular, the curve 
a(t) = {ait,a2t,---,ant), (1.6.2) 
has the tangent vector 
a = (Q;I,Q!2,---,Q:„) at e. (1.6.3) 
If g(t),h(t) are analytic curves in G with g(0) = h(0) = e and tangent vectors 
a,P at e respectively, then the analytic cvirve g(f)h(t) has tangent vector a + /3 at e. 
We define the commutator or Lie product [a,/?] of Q and (3 to be the tangent 
vector at e of the analytic curve 
k(i) = g(r)h(r)g-^(r)h- i ( r ) , i = r l (I.6.4) 
Thus, 
[a,/5] = ^ ( g ( T ) h ( r ) g - H r ) h - ^ ( T ) ) | , . o . (1.6.5) 
The commutator has the properties: 
(i) [a,i3| = -[/?,«], 
(ii) [aa + bp, 7] = a[a, 7] + b[P, 7], 
(iii) [[a,/3],7] + [[^,7], a] + ib,c^lP] = 0, (1.6.6) 
where a,beC and a,/9,7 G C". 
LIE A L G E B R A 
A complex abstract Lie algebra ^ is a complex vector space together with a mul-
tiplication [Q,0] e Q defined for all a,P eG such that conditions (1.6.6) are satisfied. 
Further, the Lie algebra L{G) of the local Lie group G is the set of all tangent 
vectors at e equipped with the operations of vector addition and Lie product. 
Clearly, L{G) is a complex abstract Lie algebra. 
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ONE-PARAMETER SUBGROUP 
A one-parameter subgroup of a local Lie group G is an analytic curve g{t) in G 
defined in some neighbourhood [/ of 0 G C, such that 
g{ti)9{t2) = g{ti + t2), ti,t2, ti+t2eu. (1.6.7) 
For each a £ L{G), there is a unique one-parameter subgroup 
g{t) = exp{at), (1.6.8) 
with tangent vector a. Furthermore, every one-parameter subgroup (1.6.8) is of the 
form (1.6.7). In particular, if L{G) is a Lie algebra of matrices, then 
°° aU^ 
ex^  . 
j=0 
EXAMPLES OF LIE GROUPS A N D LIE ALGEBRAS 
We give some examples of Lie groups and Lie algebras which will be used in 
subsequent chapters. 
EXAMPLE 1.6.1. 
The 2 x 2 complex general linear group GL{2) is the set of all 2 x 2 nonsingular 
matrices 
g = ( c d ) ' ^ ' ^ ' ^ ' ^^*^ ; ad-bc^O, (1.6.10) 
where the group operation is matrix multiplication. Clearly, the identity element of 
GL{2) is the matrix 
« = ( J ? ) • 
In a neighbourhood of e in GL{2), we can introduce co-ordinates for the group 
element g by setting 
g = {gi,92,93,QA) = ( a - l,6,c,rf- 1). (1.6.11) 
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With this co-ordinate system, it is easy to verify that GL(2) is a 4-dimensional 
complex local Lie group. These co-ordinates are valid only for g in a suitably small 
neighbourhood of e. GL{2) is also a global Lie group. 
Let g(t). g(0) = e be an analytic curve in GL(2) with tangent vector at e given by 
a = {ai,a2,a3,0!^) = ^ s W 
f = 0 
^^^{a{t)-l),b{t),c{t),d{t)) 
t=o 
We can identify a with the complex 2 x 2 matrix 
a = 
Qi a2\ _ d f a{t) b{t) 
az cti J dt\ c(t) d{t) 
t=o 
Thus Lie algebra L[GL{2)] = gl{2) is the space of all 2 x 2 complex matrices a 
with the Lie product defined by 
for a,/3 6 9l{2). The elements J^, J', J"^, S given by matrices 
0 - r 
(1.6.12) 
J' = 
0 0 , J- = 
1/2 0 
0 - 1 / 2 
obeying the commutations relations 
, e = 
0 0 
- 1 0 
(I 0 
I 0 1 (1.6.13) 
[e,j'} = [s,j^] = [£,j-] = 0, (1.6.14) 
where 0 is the 2 x 2 matrix all of whose components are zero, form a basis for gl{2) in 
the sense that every a € gl(2) can be written uniquely in the form 
a = aiJ'^ + afJ +azJ +aiS, 01,02,03,04 G C (1.6.15) 
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EXAMPLE 1.6.2. 
The 2 x 2 complex special linear group SL{2) is the abstract matrix group of all 
2 x 2 non-singular matrices 
g = (^ ^ j , a,b,c,deC, (1.6.16) 
such that detg = 1. Clearly, SL{2) is a subgroup of GL{2). We can introduce co-
ordinates for a group element g in a neighbourhood of the identity e of SL{2) by 
setting 
g = (51,52,53) = ( a - l , 6 , c ) . (1.6.17) 
Here, d = ^^  -. In terms of these co-ordinates SL{2) is a 3-dimensional local 
Lie group. (It is also a global Lie group). 
Suppose g(t),g(0) = e is an analytic curve whose tangent vector at e is 
a = (ai, a2, ag, a^) = — {a{t) - 1, b{t), c{t)) 
a can be identified with the complex 2 x 2 matrix 
t=o 
a = as - t t i J dt\ c{t) d{t) 
t=o 
smce 
d^ n + b{t)c{ty 
It \ a{t) = - a i . 
Thus the Lie algebra L[SL{2)\ ~ s/(2), is the space of all 2 x 2 complex matrices 
with trace zero and the Lie product [a,/?] defined by Eq. (1.6.12). 
The elements J'^, J~, J^ given by matrices 
obeying the commutations relations 
[J\J^] = J+, [J\J-] = -J-. [J'-.J-] = 2J\ (1.6.19) 
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form a basis for sl{2). 
EXAMPLE 1.6.3. 
The abstract group G(0,1) constists of all 4 x 4 matrices of the form 
1 ce'^ a d\ 
0 e'' b 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 / 
where the group operation is matrix multiplication. 
g = , a,b,c,d eC, (1.6.20) 
We can introduce co-ordinates for the element g in G{0,1) by setting 
g = {a,b,c,d). (1.6.21) 
Thus, G{0,1) is a complex 4-dimensional Lie group. In this case, the above co-
ordinates are vaUd over the entire group and not just in a neighbourhood of the identity. 
The Lie algebra L[G{0,1)] = Q{0,1) can be identifed with the space of 4 x 4 
matrices of the form 
f 0 X2 X4 Xz\ 
, Xi,X2,X3,X4eC, a — 
0 X3 x i 0 
0 0 0 0 
\ 0 0 0 0 / 
with Lie product [a, 0]=ap- (3a, a,Pe L[G{0,1)] 
(1.6.22) 
J^ 
The matrices 
/^  0 0 0 0 \ 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
V 0 0 0 0 y 
/ 0 0 0 1 \ 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
\ 0 0 0 0 / 
with commutations relations 
J-
J' e = 
/ 0 1 0 0 \ 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
V 0 0 0 0 / 
/ 0 0 1 0 \ 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
V 0 0 0 0 y 
(1.6.23) 
[ J ^ J 1 = j ^ , [j\j-] = -J-, [j^,j-] = -E, 
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[s.j^] - [E^-] = [e,j'] = 0, 
where 0 is the 4 x 4 zero matrix, form a basis for Z/[G(0,1)]. 
E X A M P L E 1.6.4. 
The matrix group T3 is the set of all 4 x 4 matrices 
, 6 , C , T G C , 
(1.6.24) 
g = 
/ 1 0 0 T \ 
0 e-^ 0 c 
0 0 e" h 
V 0 0 0 1 y 
(1.6.25) 
We can establish a co-ordinate system for T3 by assigning to g € T3 the co-ordinates 
g = {b,c,T). (1.6.26) 
Ta is clearly a 3-dimensional complex local Lie group. Moreover, the co-ordinates 
(1.6.26) can be extended over all of C^. Thus, T3 has the topology of C^ and is simply 
connected. 
The Lie algebra Ts = -£'(^3), can be identified with the space of matrices of the 
form 
/ G O 0 X3 \ 
0 - X 3 0 X2 ^ ^ . , ^ „„x 
« = 0 0 X3 rri ' ^i '^2,X3 6 C , (1.6.27) 
V 0 0 0 0 / 
where the Lie product is [a, 3] = ajS — pa, a,f3 eTs- A basis for Ta is provided by the 
matrices 
J'- = 
^ 0 0 0 0 ^^ 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
V 0 0 0 0 / 
, J- = 
/ 0 0 0 0 \ 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
\ 0 0 0 0 y 
J' 
/ 0 0 0 1 \ 
0 - 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
\ 0 0 0 0 y 
, (1.6.28) 
with commutations relations 
[J\J^] = J^, \J\J-\ = - J-, [J^,J-] 0. (1.6.29) 
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LOCAL LIE TRANSFORMATION GROUP 
Let G be an n-dimensional local Lie group and U an open set in C" . Suppose, 
there is given a mapping F : U x G ^ V and write F(x,f/) = yig e C " for x e i \ 
g^G. 
G acts on U as a local Lie tiansformation group if the mapping F satisfies the 
conditions 
(i) x.g is analytic in the coordinates of x and g, 
(ii) xe = X, 
(iii) liyigeU then (xp)g' = x(c?g'), g,g' G G. 
Here e is the identity element of G and x G (7 is designated by its coordinates 
X = (Xi ,X2 , • • • ,Xm)-
LIE DERIVATIVES 
The Lie derivative Laf of an analytic function / (x) is defined 
a e L{G). (L6.30) 
The commutator [La, L^] of the Lie derivatives L^, Lp is defined by 
[La-, LQ] = LaLp — LpLa. 
LOCAL MULTIPLIER REPRESENTATION 
Let G be a local Lie transformation group acting on an open neighbourhood U of 
C"^ 0 € f/ and let A be the set of all complex valued functions on U analjtic in a 
neighnourhood of 0. A (local) multiplier representation T* of G on >1 with multiplier 
V, consists of a mapping T^{g) of A onto A defined ior g eG, f e Ahy 
r ( g ) / l ( x ) = v(x,g)/(xg), xGf/, 
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La/(x) = | [ (exp(a t ) ) / ] (x) 
t=0 
where v{x, g) is a complex valued function analytic in x and 5, such that 
(i) u(x,e) = 1, a l l xG U, 
(ii) v{-x.,gig2) = v{-K,gi)v{xgi,g2), 5i,52,5iP2 G G. 
Property (ii) is equivalent to the relation 
GENERALIZED LIE DERIVATIVES 
The generalized Lie derivative Daf of an analytic function / (x) under the one-
parameter group exp(at) is the analytic function 
Dam = j^[r'iexpat)f]{^)\t^o. (1.6.31) 
For V = 1, the generalized Lie derivative becomes the ordinary Lie derivative. 
THEOREM 1.6.1. 
Let 
t = i ^ 
be a set of n linearly independent differential operators defined and analytic in an open 
set U C C" . If there exist constants Cj^., such that 
n 
[Dj,Dk] = DjDk-DkDj = J2^'^kDe, 1 < j , k<n, 
t=\ 
then the complex linear combinations of the Dj form a Lie algebra which is the algebra 
of generalized Lie derivatives of an effective local multipUer representation V. The 
action of the group is obtained by integration of the equations 
-Xi{t) = J2ajPji{x{t)), Xi{0) = a:°; i = l , 2 , . . . , m , 
d " 
— u(x°,exp(at)) = t ; (x° ,exp(a t ) )^a jP , (x( i ) ) , u(x°,e) = 1, (1.6.32) 
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where x{t) = x°exp(af), Q € L{G). 
According to this theorem the action of the one parameter group exp{at) on / G X 
is given by 
[T''(exp(ai))/](x°) = i.(x°,exp(af))/(x°exp(af)), (1.6.33) 
where v and x(t) are the solutions of Exjs. (1.6.32). 
1.7. REPRESENTATIONS OF LIE ALGEBRAS 
Let V be a vector space over the field F. (F is either the real numbers R, or the 
complex numbers, C). The operators on V together with the commutator [ , ] form a 
Lie algebra C{V). Let ^ be a Lie algebra over F. 
REPRESENTATION OF H E ALGEBRA 
A representation of ^ on K is a homomorphism p : Q ^ C{V). That is, p satisfies 
the conditions 
(i) p{a) e C{V) for all a e g, 
(ii) p{[a,p])=^{p{a),p{P)], 
(iii) p{aa + bP) = ap{a) + bp{P), a,beF;a,peg. 
A subspace VF of V is said to be invariant under p if p{a)w G W for all a e Q, 
w eW. A representation p of ^ on V is reducible if there is a proper subspace W of 
V which is invariant under p, and p is irreducible if there is no proper subspace W of 
V which is invariant under p. 
THE LIE ALGEBRAS G{a, b) 
The Lie algebra ^(a, 6) is a 4-dimensional complex Lie algebra with basis elements 
J + , J-, J \ S satisfying 
[J+,5] = [J-,S\ = [J\S] - 0, (1.7.1) 
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where 0 is the additive identity element. In particular, we have the following isomor-
phisms: 
^(i,o)^s/(2)®(^), g{o,i)^L[g{o,i)], g(o,o)^L(T3)e(^), (1.7.2) 
where {S) is the 1-dimensional Lie algebra generated by S. 
We also note that ([113]; p.37(Lemma 2.1)) 
G{1,Q) if a^O, 
G{a,h) ^ { g(0, l) if a = 0 , 6 ^ 0 , (1.7.3) 
^(0,0) if a = b = 0. 
R EPRESE NTA TIONS OF g(a, b) 
Let p be a representation of g{a, b) on the complex vector space V and set 
J+ = p{J^), J- = p{J-), J' = p{J% E = p{E) (1.7.4) 
Then, p being the Lie algebra representation, the operators J^, J~, J^, E obey 
the commutation relations identical to (1.7.1). 
Define the spectrum S of J^ to be the set of eigenvalues of J^. The multiplicity 
of the eigenvalue A 6 5 is the dimension of the eigenspace V^, 
V^ = {veV : J^v = Xv). 
We shall analyze the irreducible representations of Q{a, b) and for each such rep-
resentation, find a basis for V consisting of eigenvectors of J^, that is, we shall classify 
all representations p of Q{a, b) satisfying the conditions: 
(i) p is irreducible, 
(ii) Each eigenvalue of J^ has multipUcity equal to one. There is a countable basis 
for V consisting of eigenvectors of J^. (1.7.5) 
The basic justification for the requirements (1.7.5) is that they quickly lead to 
connections between Q{a,b) and certain special functions. 
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To classify the representations of Q(a, b) for arbitrary a,b e C, it is enough to 
consider the three cases: Q{1,0), ^(0,1), ^(0,0). Our objective will be the enumeration 
of all possibiUties for p. 
Define the operator Ca,b on V by 
Ca,b = J^J' + a^J^J^-a^J^-bJ^E. (1.7.6) 
It is easy to check that C„_6 commutes with every operator /?(a), a G Q{a, b). Thus 
[Ca,b, J^] = \Ca,b, J-\ = [Ca,b, A = [C„,6, E] = 0, (1.7.7) 
and that Ca,b = A/, where / is the identity operator and A is a constant depending on 
p. We consider only the Lie algebras ^(1,0), ^(0,1) and ^(0,0). 
THEOREM 1.7.1. 
Every representation of 5(0,0) which satisfies conditions (1.7.5) and for which 
J + J " ^ 0 on y is isomorphic to a representation Q'^{ij,mo) defined for fi,u,mo G C, 
such that uj j^O and 0 < Re mo < 1. The spectrum of J^ is the set 5 = {mo + n ; n an 
integer}. For each representation Q^'{uj,mo) there is a basis for V consisting of vectors 
fm, tn^ S, such that 
J^fm = rnfm, Efm = fxfm, 
J fm = ^fm+1, J fm = ^fm-1, 
Co,ofm = {J^J-)fm = UJ^fm. ( 1 . 7 . 8 ) 
THEOREM 1.7.2. 
Every representation of 5(0,1) satisfying conditions (1.7.5) and for which E ^ 0 
is isomorphic to a representation in the following list: 
(i) The representations R{uj,mo,fi) defined for all uj,mQ,p, € C, such that n ^ 0, 
0 < Re mo < 1 and w + mo is not an integer. 5 = {mo + n : n an integer}. 
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(ii) The representations tw,/x defined for all uj, fi e C, such that // 7^  0. S = {-a; + n 
: n a nonnegative integer}. 
For each of the cases (i) and (ii), there is a basis of V consisting of vectors /„, 
defined for eax^ h m (E S, such that 
J fm = mfm, Efm = fJ-fm, J fm = /^/m+1, J~fm = ( m + t f ) / „ , _ j 
C o . l / m = {J'^J~ - EJ^)f„, = nojfm, ( 1 . 7 . 9 ) 
(On the right-hand side of these equations we assume /„i = 0, if m ^ S). 
(iii) The representations i^^^ defined for all w,^ G C, such that // 7^  0. 5 = {-a; -
1 — n : n a nonnegative integer}. 
For each of the representations, there is a basis of V consisting of vectors /„, 
defined for each m ^ S, such that 
J^fm = mfm, Efm = -f^fm, J^ fm = " ( m + CJ + l ) /^+i , J " / ^ = /i/^_j 
Co,l/m = {J'^J~ - EJ^)fm =^-Hwfm- (1.7.10) 
1.8. FRACTIONAL DERIVATIVES A N D HYPERGEOMETRIC 
FUNCTIONS 
The simplest approach to a definition of a fractional derivatives commences with 
the formula 
^ ( e « ^ ) = Z?f (e - ) = a-(e«^) (l.S.i) 
where a is an arbitrary (real or complex) number. 
For a function expressible as 
oo 
f{z) = 5 3 <^ n exp(a„, z) (1.8.2) 
n=0 
Liouville defines the fractional derivative of order o< by 
oo 
^ " {/(^)} = E < <^ n e^P i^nZ) (1.8.3) 
n=0 
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In 1731 Euler extended the derivative formula 
D: { ( ^ ' ) } = A ( A - l ) - - - ( A - n + l ) ^ ^ - " = ^ ,^^A±i)_^A-n ( ^ ^ 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) (1.8.4) 
to the general form: 
where /x is an arbitrary complex number. 
Another approach to fractional calculus begins with Cauchy's iterated integral : 
^r{/(^)}= I r • r rf{h)dhdt2...dtn 
Jo Jo Jo Jo 
0 
writing fx for — n, we get 
z 
0 
where the path of integration is along a hne from 0 to z in the complex i-plane and 
Re(/x) < 0. 
Equation (1.8.7) defines the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral of order —//; it 
is usually denoted by I~^f{z). 
In case m - 1 < Re(/x) < m (m = 1,2,...), it is customary to write (1.8.7) in the 
form: 
The representation (1.8.7) is consistent with (1.8.5) when f{z) = z^, since 
z 
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= r ( ^ ^ ^ ^ | \ ) ^ '~ ' ' Re(A) > - 1 , Re{„) < 0. (1.8.9) 
Starting from the iterated integral 
/-OO /«00 /•OO /"OO 
ooD:"|/(z)| = y J ...J J f{t^)dt,dt2...du 
1 /"^ 
= (^^31)!/ / W ( i - ^ r ^ d t n= l ,2 , . 
and replacing n by -//, we are led to the definitions 
(1.8.10) 
OO 
JTTl 
OO 
3 ^ / / W « - ) - ' - » - ' * (1.8.12) d^ '" I r( 
m — 1 < Re{^i) < m (m = 1, 2, 3, ). 
Equation (1.8.11) defines the Weyl fractional integral or order -/.t; it is usually 
denoted by K-i" f{z). 
There is yet another approach based upon the generalization of Cauchy's integral 
formula: 
which is employed by Nekrossov. 
The literature contains many examples of the use of fractional derivatives in the 
theory of hypergeometric functions, in solving ordinary and partial differential equa-
tions and integral equations, as well as in other contexts. Although other methods 
of solution are usually available, the fractional derivative approach to these problems 
often suggests methods that are not so obvious in a classical formulation. 
Fractional derivative operator plays the role of augmenting parameters in the hy-
pergeometric functions involved. Appling this operator on identities involving infinite 
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series a large number of generating functions for a variety of special functions have 
been obtained by numerous mathematicians. 
The following theorem on term-by-term fractional differentiation embodies, in an 
explicit form, the definition of a fractional derivative of an analytic function: 
THEOREM 1.8.1. 
If a function f{z), analytic in the disc \z\ < p, has the power series expansion 
f{z) = 5 Z a„ z", \z\ < p, (1.8.14) 
n = 0 
oo 
D^ {z'-'f{z)} =Y. ^-D^ {^ '^ "^'l 
n=0 
oo 
r(A) ,A-^-i ^ a„ (A) 
provided that Re (A) > 0, Re (n) < 0 and \z\ < p. 
Yet another theorem is stated as follows: 
THEOREM 1.8.2. 
Under the hypotheses surrounding equation (1.4.17), 
oo 
D^ {z'-'f{z)}='£anD^ {z^^-^} 
_ r ( A ) . _ ^ _ i - ^ an {X)n n 
r(A-A )^ f-r (A-M)„ E ^ 4 ^ "^^  (1-3-16) 71=0 
provided that Re (A) > 0 and \z\ < p. 
The following frgictional derivative formulas are useful in deriving generating func-
tions : 
= ^ z^-' FS^ [A, a, p, 7; /i; az, bz, cz] (1.8.17) 
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Re (A) > 0, \az\ < 1, \bz\ < 1, \cz\ < 1 ; 
Re (X) > 0, \x\ + \y\ < 1. 
a, A 
7; i - y 
y'' ' F2 [Q, /3, A; 7, /i; x, y], (1.8.18) 
In particular (1.8.17) with c = 0 yields 
D^-'^ {z^-i(l - azy (1 - 6z)-'^} 
= ^ 2' '" ' Fi [A, a, P, 7; /^ ; az, bz], 
Re (X) > 0, \az\ < 1, |6;j| < 1. 
(1.8.19) 
on the other hand, in its special case when a = 1 and 6 = c = 0, (1.8.17) reduces 
immediately to 
D^-^ {z'-\l-z)--} = ^^z^-\F, 
A, a; 
M; 
(1.8.20) 
Re (A) > 0, \z\ < 1. 
1.9. OPERATORS OF FRACTIONAL INTEGRATION 
Certain integral equations can be deduced from or transformed to differential equa-
tions. In order to make the transformation the following Leibnitz's rule, concerning 
the differentiation of an integral involving a parameter is very useful. 
B{x) B 
A{x) A 
The formula (1.9.1) is valid if both F and | ^ are continuous functions of both x and 
t and if both A'{x) and B'{x) are continuous. 
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A useful application of the formula (1.9.1) is the derivation of the following formula: 
X X X X 
[[•••[ fi^) dxdxydx = ,]_^y fix - tT-'f{t)dt (1.9.2) 
n times 
n times 
Formula (1.9.2) is known as Cauchy's Multiple Integral formula. It reduces n-fold 
integrals into a single integral. Fractional integration is an immediate generalization 
of repeated integration. If the function f{x) is integrable in any interval (0, a) where 
a > 0, the first integral Fi(x) of f{x) is defined by the formula 
X 
F,{x) = j f{t)dt 
0 
and the subsequent integrals by the recursion formula 
X 
Fr+i{x) ^ JFr{t)dt, r = 1,2,3,-•• 
0 
It can easily be proved by induction that for any positive integer n 
X 
F„+i(x) = ^  / ( ^ - trmdt (1.9.3) 
0 
Similarly an indefinite integral Fn{x) is defined by the formulae 
oo oo 
Fi(x) = - f fit)dt, Fr+i{x) = - f Fr{t)dt, r = 1,2,---
X X 
and again it can be shown by induction that for any positive integer n, 
oo 
Fn+iix) = ^ t { t - xYf{i)dt. (1.9.4) 
X 
The Riemaim-Liouville fractional integral is a generahzation of the integral on the 
right-hand side of Eq. (1.9.3). The integral 
X 
Ra{m;x} = :^J{x-tr-'f{t)dt. (1.9.5) 
0 
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is convergent for a wide class of function f{t) if Re(a) > 0. Integral (1.9.5) is called 
Riemann-Liouville fractional integral of order a. Integrals of this kind occur in the 
solution of ordinary differential equations where they are called Euler transforms of 
the first kind. There are alternative notations for i?„ {/(^); x} such as / " / (x ) used by 
Marcel Riesz. 
The Weyl fractional integral is a generalization of the integral on the right-hand side 
of Eq. (1.9.4). It is defined by the equation (Weyl) 
oo 
W^{f{ty,x} = -^^ fit-xr-'f{t)dt, R e ( a ) > 0 . (1.9.(j) 
r ( a ) J 
X 
A pair of operators of fractional integration of a general kind have been introduced by 
Erdelyi and Kober (see Kober [103], Erdelyi and Kober [47], Erdelyi [45-46], Kober 
[104]) and it seems appropriate to call the operators /,,_a, K,^^a defined below which are 
simple modifications of these operators, the Erdelyi-Kober operators. The operators 
Irf,a and Kr,^a are defined by the formulae 
V / ( x ) = x-2"-2 ' ' /?„{fV(^^); x'] 
2^2a-2r, 
X 
0 
and 
' ^ f{x'- uY~' u'^'-'fHdu (1.9.7) 
K,,c. fix) = x^" W^ {t-'^-" / (t'^) ; x^] 
oo 
X 
where Re(a) > 0 and Re(77) > —\-
The modified operator of the Hankel transform is defined by 
oo 
S^,c. fix) = [J] f t'-" J2r,+aixt) fit) dt. ( 1 . 9 . 9 ) 
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CHAPTER 2 
MODIFIED HERMITE POLYNOMIALS OF SEVERAL 
VARIABLES SUGGESTED BY S,F. RAGAB'S LAGUERRE 
POLYNOMIALS OF T W O VARIABLES 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1991, Ragab [121] defined Laguerre polynomials of two variables L"/\x,y) as 
follows: 
TV. 
X 
r 
y {zvlI^M (2 11) 
4 ^ r ! r ( a + n - r + l)r(/? + r + l ) ' '^  '"^^ 
where Ln (x) denotes associated Laguerre polynomial (1.4.37). 
The definition (2.1.1) is equivalent to the following exphcit representation of L^n''^\x, y), 
given by Ragab: 
^n (^.y) (^,)2 Z . Z . ( « + i )^(^+l)^H5! (2.1.2) 
Later, in the same year S.K. Chatterjea [9] obtained generating functions and 
many other interesting results for Ragab's polynomial. 
In 1998, Khan and Abukhammash [77] defined Hermite polynomials of two vari-
ables Hn{x,y), suggested by Ragab's Laguerre polynomials of two variables as follows: 
^ '^ n\{-yYHn-2rix) 
^^^•y)-r"';;^'xr (^^3) 
r=0 
v.'here Hn{z) denotes Hermite polynomial (1.4.29). 
The definition (2.1.3) is equivalent to the following explicit representation of H„(x, y): 
Hn(x,y) = 2^X. H !^ (21-4) 
r=0 s=0 
The generating function for Hn{x, y) is as follows: 
exp{2xt -{y + l)t') = f^ ^2^^^^ (2.1.5) 
n=0 
In this chapter we introduce the modified Hermite polynomials (MHP) in Section 
2.2 we define modified Hermite polynomials and give their generalizations in two and 
three variables. In Section 2.3 we consider the recurrence relatioas and some special 
properties of three variables Modified Hermite polynomials (3VMHP). In Section 2.4, 
we give the relationship of 3VMHP with modified Legendre plynomials. Finally in 
Section 2.5, some concluding remarks are given. 
2.2 MODIFIED HERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
We define the Modified Hermite polynomials (MHP) H"{x) by the generating 
function 
exp{axt -t^) = 22 I > (2.2.1) 
n=0 
from which we obtain H"{x) in terms of the following series 
Now we define MHP of two variables as follows: 
- . - ( - ) - | ^ ^ ^ ( - 3 ) 
from which we obtain the following generating function for H^^'^{x,y): 
exp{axt - (1+ Py)t^) = J^ J • (2.2.4) 
n=0 
It may be noted that for a = 2, ^ = 1 MHP of two variables H^'^{x, y) reduces to 
Hermite polynomials of two variables H„(x, y) due to Khan and Abukhammash [77]. 
Thus, we obtain 
H''/{x,y)^nn{x,y) (2.2.5) 
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Now we define MHP of three variables as follows: 
/ / „ " - (x , . , . ) = n l E ^ ^ ^ ; g | ^ , (2.2.6) 
r=0 
where i/"'^(x,y) is given by Eq. (2.2.4). 
To obtain the generating function for H^'^''^{x, y, z) first consider the sum 
h ^^  h h r\{n-Zr)\ 
^ n! • ^ r' 
n=0 r=0 
= exp {axt - (1 + Py)t'^) expi-yzt^) 
Thus we obtain the following generating function 
X ; " , ^ = exp (axt - {fiy +1)*^ + ^^<3) (2.2.7) 
n=0 
Next consider the sum 
n=0 
oo oo oo oo 
_ y - y - y - V - (<^)n+2s+3r+2p(ax)"(- l)^(- /3y)-(7z) ' -r^^- '+3r+2p 
n=0 r=0 s=0 p=0 ' ' '^' 
(C)2.+3r+2p(-l)''(-/3!/)'(7z)'t''«'-"'-
= E r!s!p! 
r,s,p=0 
^ (C + 2s + 3r + 2p)„(axf)" E 
n=0 
n! 
^ ( C ) 2 . . 3 . . 2 p ( - l ) ^ ( - / ^ y ) - ( 7 ^ ) - t ^ - ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ (^ _ ^^^ ) -C-2 . -3 . -2p 
r,s,p=0 
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(1 - ax i ) - ^ ^ 
r,s,p=Q 
{C)2s+3r+2p 
r\s\p\ 
2 ^ » 
{{i-axtyj 
\{l-axtyj \{l-axtfj X 
Thus we obtain the following generating function 
E(^)-
n=0 n! 
,, .\-C Tp3,0fi 
- (1 - axt) ^FQ/O/O 
(C,2,3,2):: -Pyf 
{l-axty 
7 z r 
{l-axty {l-axty (2.2.8) 
Next consider 
Y Y Kfli^, y> ^ )*" '^ _ ' ^ V- n^ •''•n^ , y, ^ )«"-'=^ ' 
ik=0 n=0 fc!n! n=0 fc=0 
oo 
= E 
n=0 
oo 
k\{n-
H^'^'\x,y, 
n! 
//^•^•^(x,y, 
-fc)! 
fc=0 
,z){t + ' 
fc!(n-
y ) " 
- A ; ) ! 
n=0 n! 
= exp [ax{t + v)-{l + Py){t + v)^ + jz{t + vf] 
= exp [axt - (1 + Py)t^ + 'yzt^] 
X exp [axv - (1 + (3y)v^ - 2(1 + Py)tv 
+S^zt^v + Z^ztv^ + 72t; 
= exp [axt - (1 + /32/)i^  + 72*^] 
X exp 
• / 2{l+ (5y)t , Z^zt\ 
a\x 1 )v 
\ a a 
((1+m - ^ ) v'+w 
exp [aa;t - (1 + (3y)t^ + 72^ ^^ ] 
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k 
Equating the coefficient of ^ , we get 
•"^^—' n] •' 
n=0 
V a a 0 J 
Similarly 
Z^ JL^ Z^ r\s\n\ 
n=0 r=0 s=0 
_ y ^ ^ y ^ H^''^'-y{x, y, z)e-'-'u'v'-
n=0 r=0 s=0 ^ ' 
n=0 • r=0 s=0 
n=0 
n=0 
= exp {ax{t + w + u) - (1 + /??/)(^ + « + wj^  + 72(f + u + y)^] 
= exp {axi -- (1 + /^y)^^ + ^zf^  - 2(1+ /?y)wt + 872^^^ + ^-^zuvt] 
X exp [axM - (1 + 0y)u^ + 72^-^ - 2(1 + (i)uv + 372^2^ 
X exp \axv - (1 + /?y)z;^  + 7zv^ + 372^^^ + 372^7;^  
-- exp \axt - ( I f /3y)^^ + 372(u + v)t^ + 72^^] 
X exp \axu - 2(1 + 0y)v? + 372(i + t;)^^ + ^^^aj 
00 
X 
^' 
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Equating the coeficients of ^ , we get 
oo oo rra,/?,7 
EE HXl,(x,y,z)t-u' s!n! 
8=0 n=0 
exp [axt - 2(1 + /3y)ut + 3jzuh + Qjzuvt - (1 + Pyjt"^ + jzt^] 
X exp [axu - 2(1 + 0y)uv + 3jzt\ - (1 + I3y)v? + jzu^] 
X y H-'^'-^ (x - ^(^+^^)^ + ^2£f + 37zr^ 2 
.=0 V " a a 
z / — ^ i ^ ' 7 (^-^-^^^ 
2.3. RECURRENCE RELATIONS AND SPECIAL PROPERTIES OF 3VMHP 
Since 
exp {axt - (1 + Py)t' + T t^^ ) = ^ " , ^ (2.3.1) 
n=0 "• 
Differentiating Eq. (2.3.1) partially w.r.t. 'x', to get 
°° t^ d 
at exp {axt - (1 + Py)t'' + ^ zt^) = ^ - — //^•'^ •^(x, y, z) (2.3.2) 
n=0 
or, 
•^ n\ ^n\ dx " y^'V,'^) 
n=0 n=0 
which with a shift of index on the left, yields 
fiH^'^'''{x, y, z) = 0, and forn > 1 
aH:fi\x,y,z) _ 1 d , 
( n - 1 ) ! -^d-x"-^''^y^'^ 
or, 
-^K'^'^x, y, z) = anKfC{x, y, z) (2.3.3) 
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Iteration of Eq. (2.3.3) gives 
Q^s^n {x,y,z) ^^^^^^^ (2.3.4) 
Differentiating (2.3.1) partially w.r.t. '.y', to get 
-Pfexp {axt - (1 + 0y)t^ + jzt') = ^ __//;;./^.7(,,^y^^) (2.3.5) 
Tl=0 ' 
or, 
which with a shift of index on the left, yields 
^H^'^'^x,y,z) = 0, —H'^''''\x,y,z) = 0, and for n > 2 
( n - 2 ) ! n\dy '' ^-'''^'^^ 
^//^•^•^(x, y, z) = -/?n(n - l)//:f^-^(x, y, z). (2.3.6) 
Iteration of Eq. (2.3.6) gives 
Differentiating Eq. (2.3.1) partially w.r.t. 'z', to get 
7^3 exp [axt - (1 + /?y)i' + ^z^) = ^ - _ //,t'^'^(x, y, 2) (2.3.8) 
n=0 
or, 
n=0 n=0 
which with a shift of index on the left, yields 
£ / f o " ' ^ ' > , y , z ) = 0 , ^ / / r ' ^ ' > , y , z ) = 0, ^ / / ^ ^ • > , y , 2) = 0 and for n > 3 
(n-3)! = ^ 5 l ^ " ^^ '^ '^ ^ 
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or, 
^^K'^'Hx,y, z) = 7n(n - l)(n - 2)//^f3'^(a;,y, ^) (2.3.9) 
Iteration of Eq. (2.3.9) gives 
az^ " ^ '^ ' ^ (n-3fc)! (2-^-^"^ 
Differentiating Eq. (2.3.1) partially w.r.t. 't', to get 
{ax - 2(1 + (iy)t + Z^zt^) exp (axi - (1 + fiy)i^ + 72^^) 
= Y.—^K^^^\x,y,z) (2.3.11) 
n=0 
Multiplying Eq.(2.3.2), Eq. (2.3.5), Eq. (2.3.8) and Eq. (2.3.11) by [x - f ) . 2y, 
3z and -t respectively and adding, we get 
n=0 n=0 ^ 
n=0 n=0 
E f I;^»'"'(^-^'^)-|E£I^-'>'>.^.^) 
n=0 n=0 
+ Z ^ n! ay " [x,y,z) + 2_^ ^, ^^ W„ (x,y,z) 
n=0 n=0 
°° nr 
-E5-^n'^'^(->^>^) = o 
n=0 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
^^^n"''^ "!^ ' '^ )^ - f ^ ^-"(^' '^ )^ + 2y|i/-^-(x, y, z) 
+ 3z— i/:'^'^(x, y, z) - niy^'^-^(x, y,z) = 0 (2.3.12) 
Combination of Eq. (2.3.3), Eq. (2.3.6), Eq. (2.3.9) and Eq. (2.3.12) yields 
naxH^'ffix, y, z) - 2n{n - m^fi'ix, y, z) - 2Pyn{n - \)K^^^{x, y, z) 
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+ 372n(n - l)(n - 2)H:'fi^{x,y,z) = nH,t'^'^(x,y, z) 
Thus we obtain the pure recurrence relation 
H^'^''^{x,y,z) - axH:fi^{x,y,z) - 2(1 + Py){n ~ l)H:3r{x,y,z) 
+ 372(n - l)(n - 2)H:f(^{x,y,z) (2.3.13) 
and the partial diferential equation is 
We obtain the following special properties of MHP of three variables H"'^-~<{x,y,z) 
I. Consider the identity 
exp {a{xi +X2 + X3) - (1 + Py)t^ + ^zt^) 
= exp {axit - (1 + (3y)t'^ + jzt^) exp (axji - (1 + Py)t'^ + -yzf) 
X exp [axst + (1 + I3y)t^ - jzt^) 
^H^^0'mxi+X2 + X3),y,z)t^ 
^ n! 
n=0 
_^H^fZixuy,^)f:_ ^H-'0-^X2,y,z)r ^ H2'''l{x3,-y,-z)t'' 00 E -"n""' Kxi,y,z)i Y> i7- - - ' ^^X2,y,z;r ^ 
n! ^ r! ^ s' 
n=0 r=0 s=0 *• 
Ti=0 r=0 s=0 
00 00 00 jy^-^-^ (xi, y, z) i/,"-^-^ (X2, t/, 2) if,"-^ -^  (0:3, -y, -z) r+^+^ 
~ " ^-^ i / :f ;I . (xi,j/, z) H-'P'-r {X2,y, z) //r^''^ (^3, -y, -z) e 
(n — r ~ s)\r\s\ 
n=0 r=0 5=0 ^ ' n=0 r=0 5=0 
Equating the coefficient of t", we get 
00 
^ / f : • ^ • ^ ( ( X l + X 2 + X 3 ) , l / , ^ ) 
n=0 
^ ^ " ^ ^ n\H:f;ls{xuy,z) iJ."-^'^{X2,y,^) Hf''^'^(X3,-y,-z) . _ ^ ^ . 
-2^2^ (n-r-s)\r\s\ ^'^'^•^^^ 
r=0 s=0 ^ '' 
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II. Next Consider the identity 
exp {axt - (1 + P{yi + 2/2 + J/s))*^ + 7-^ *^ ) 
= exp {axt - (1 + Pyi)t'^ + jzt^) exp {axt - (1 + 0y2)t^ + jzt^) 
X exp {axt - (1 + 0y3)t'^ - -yzt^) exp {-2axt + t^) 
Similar coputation gives 
H:'^'^x,{y, + y2 + yz).z)H^{2x) 
^ v ^ ^y^^ n\H^f;l, {x, yu z) H^'^'-r {x, y,, z) iff -^^  (x, ^3, -z) ^ 
Z ^ Z-^ (fi — f — s)\r\s\ ^ ' ' ' 
r=0 s=0 ^ '' 
III. Next Consider the identity 
exp {axt - (1 + P)t^ + i{zi -\-Z2^- Zz)t?) 
= exp (axf - (1 + /3)f^  + 721^^ ) exp {axt - (1 + P)t^ + 722*^ ) 
X exp {-axt + (1 + /9y)t^  + 723^ )^ 
Similar computation gives 
H^'^''^{x,y,{z, + z2 + zz)) 
_ ^ ^y! n\H:f;l, {x, y, z,) H^'^'-^ {x, y, z^) iff-^ -^  (-x, -y , za) .2 3 17) 
r=0 s=0 ^ '^  
IV. Consider the identity 
exp {axt - (1 + Py)t^ + 72^ )^ 
= exp {a{xt) - (1 + ^y)(2:0^ + iz{xtf) exp ((x^ - 1)(1 + fiy)^) 
X exp ((1 - x?)^z^') 
^H^'^'^{x,y,z)t-
n=0 
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n=0 fc=0 r=0 
- 1^ 2^ 2^ {n~3r)\k\r\ 
=0 fc=0 r=0 
(n - 3r - 2A;)!fc!r! 
n=0 fc=0 r=0 ^ ' 
Equating the coefficients of t", we get 
H^'<'^''ix,y,z) 
^ ' ^ ' n ! i fa ,%,( l , j/ .^K-^-^^Cl + Pyfix' - lY [7^(1 - x')Y 
- 2^ 2^ (n - 3r - 2A;)!A:!r! (^.^i^j 
fc=0 r=0 ^ ' 
V. Consider the identity 
exp {Xaxt - (1 + Py)t'^ + -yzt^) = exp {axt - (1 + ^y)^^ + -yzt^) 
X exp(a(A - l)xt) 
proceeding as above, we obtain 
^ J!i^n\H^''^^\x,y,z){axY{X-lY 
/f-^-^(Ax,y,z) = J2 ( n - f c W ^^ "^ "^ ^^  
VI. Consider the identity 
exp {axt - (1 + Xpy)t'^ + jzt^) = exp {axt - (1 + /?y)f^  + ^zt^) 
X exp ((1 - X)Pyt') 
Similar computation gives 
H^'^'-' (X, Ay, ^) = X ] ( n - 2 V ' (2-3.20) 
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VII. Consider the identity 
exp {axt - (1 + /3y)t^ + X-yzt^) = exp (QX( - (1 + f3y)t'^ + ^zt^) 
X exp ((A - l)jzf) 
proceeding as above, we get 
VIII. Consider the identity 
exp [Xaxt - (1 + fiPy)t'^ + Ojzt^) 
= exp (axt - (1 + Py)t'^ + -fzt^) exp (a(A - l)x< - (/i - l)/3yf2 
proceeding as above, we obtain 
H^'^'\Xx,fiy,ez) 
^ ' y : ' n!ff:f^J_2, (x, y, z) ff--/^ -^  ((A - l)x, (/x - l)y, {6 - l)z) 
2.4 RELATIONSHIP WITH LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS 
Curzon [11] in 1913, obtained many relations connecting the Hermite polynomials 
Hn{x) and the Legendre polynomials Pn{x) with n usually not restricted to be integral. 
One of the simplest of his relation in which n is to be an integer is [122] 
oo 
Pn{x) = - rT= I e-'\''Hn{xt)dt (2.4.1) 
n!v7r J 
0 
In 1998 Khan and Abukhammash extended this relation to two variables as follows 
[77] 
oo 
Pn{x, y) = ; ^ / e-'"eHn{xt, ^)dt (2.4.2) 
0 
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which in terms of Modified Hermite polynomials can be defined as follows 
oo 
0 
where P^'^{x, y) is the Modified Legendre polynomial of two variables. 
These polynomials Pn'^{x,y) can be defined as 
[ - 1 
P^'^ix, y) = iZ ^-^Pn-2r{x) (2-4.4) 
r=0 
Since by (2.2.6) 
W„ [x,y,z) 2_, r\{n-3r)\ 
We have 
oo 
n! 
0 
0 •"-" 
f-^ r! (n-3r) !v/7r7 " '^^  V * / 
= E ^ ^ n : ^ 3 r ( ^ . y) ^sinp (2.4.3) 
r=0 ^' 
Thus we obtain 
oo 
CO'^Cx, y.z)-^j e-'t-Hi-'--' (xt. f,^^^ (2.4 5) 
0 
where P^'^-'^{x, y, z) is the Modified Legendre's polynomial of three variables. 
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These polynomials P^'^''^{x,y,z) can be defined as 
P:''''ix,y,z) = J2^^P:iri^,y) (2.4.6) 
r\ 
r = 0 
For a = 2, /3 = 7 = 1, Eq. (2.4.5) gives 
Pn{x, y,z) = J ^ j e-''r//„ (xt, ^,^)dt (2.4.7) 
0 
where Pn{x, y, z) are Legendre's polynomials of three variables. 
These polynomials Pn{'^,V, z) can be defined as 
P„(x,y,z) = ^  -^Pn-zr(x,y) (2-4.8) 
r = 0 
Now we obtain the expansion of three variable MHP as follows: 
Since 
^^AT(x,y ,2)r oo >2 ^ , , 3 g a i f ^ g ( l+ /3 j / ) t ^g -72 t ' y ^ 
n = 0 
It follows that 
or, 
exp (axi - (1 + /5y)t2 + 7zt3) = ^  " ^ ;^ ' ^ -
n = 0 
^ (QXt)" ^ Y> (1 + /3y)"t^") ^ ( - 7 £ r ^ ^ ^ ^ ; ^ ; ] ; ( x ^ y ^ 
- ^ n! - ^ n! ^ n! ^ n! 
Tt=0 n = 0 
/ / « A T ( X , y, z) ( l + /?y)^(-72)^f"+2^+3r oo oo oo 
~ / ^ Z-' Z-^  n!r!s! 
n = 0 r = 0 5=0 
^ ~ t l i [^1 H:'fi:_,Ax,y,z){i+Pyr{-izYf' 
2^2^ 2^ (n - 2s - 3r)!r!s! 
n = 0 r = 0 s = 0 ^ ' 
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Equating the coefficient of i", we get 
„ _ ^^ "^ ^ n\H:i^i:_,Ax,y,z){i+PyY{-izy . , , „ . 
^ ^ ^n a"(n - 2s - 3r)!r!s! ^ ' 
r=0 s=0 ^ ' 
2.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this chapter we have obtained many interesting results of Modified Hermite 
Polynomials of three variables. Here we extend Modified Hermite Polynomials of three 
variables to four variables. 
We define Modified Hermite Polynomials of four variables by series as follows: 
r=0 
Now consider the sum 
r\{n — 4r)! 
^ n\ - ^ Af n!(n - 4r)! 
n=0 n=0 r=0 ^ ' 
n=0 r=0 
2-^ n! ^ r! 
n=0 r=0 
= exp {axt - (1 + /3y) t^  + 7zf^) exp((5w;t'*) 
Therefore we obtain the generating relation for four variables Modified Hermite 
Polynomials 
^ H°'^'^'*(x,y, 2, w)— = exp [axt - (1 + ^y)t^ + 7zt^ + ^wt"] (2.5.2) 
n=0 
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CHAPTER 3 
LIE-THEORETIC GENERATING RELATIONS 
INVOLVING MULTI-VARIABLE MODIFIED HERMITE 
POLYNOMIALS 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
The Hermite polynomials (HP) H„(x) (1.4.29) were proposed more than a century 
ago [65]. Since then, they have been recognized as a unique tool in both pure and 
appUed mathematics. Hermite himself suggested a class of generalized polynomials 
[66] that are less known than they should be and than the ordinary case. Their im-
portance has been recognized recently by Dattoli et al, see for example [18,19] and 
these polynomials are exploited to deal with quantum mechanical and optical beam 
transport problems. The theory of HP has been exhibited a slow but constant evolu-
tion. Among the successive investigations, we quote the notable efforts by Appell and 
Kampe de Feriet [5], Gould and Hopper [53] and Hubbel and Srivastava [67]. Recently 
Khan and Abukhammash [77] introduced and discussed Hermite polynomials of two 
variables suggested by S.F. Ragab's Laguerre polynomials of two variables. In the pre-
vious chapter, we have generalized these polynomials by introducing modified Hermite 
polynomials of three variables. Also, we have introduced 4-variable modified Hermite 
polynomials (4VMHP) H"'^''^'^{x,y,z,w) defined by the series (2.5.1) and with the 
generating function (2.5.2). 
The theory of special functions from the group-theoretic point of view is a well 
established topic, providing a unifying formalism to deal with the immense aggregate 
of the special functions and a collection of formulae such as the relevant differential 
equations, integral representations, recurrence formulae, composition theorems, etc., 
see for example [146,148]. The first significant advance in the direction of obtaining 
generating relations by Lie-theoretic method is made by Weisner [149-151] and Miller 
[113]. j^^^^f" ""''-'^^C-
Within the group-theoretic context, indeed a given class of special functions ap>-
pears as a set of matrix elements of irreducible representation of a given Lie group. 
The algebraic properties of the group are then reflected in the functional and differen-
tial equations satisfied by a given family of special functions, whilst the geometry of 
the homogeneous space determines the nature of the integral representation associated 
with the family. 
Recently some contributions related to Lie-theoretical representations of general-
ized Laguerre and Hermite polynomials and Bessel functions of two variables have been 
given, see for example Khan [92], Khan and Pathan [94] and Khan et al. [95]. 
In this Chapter, we consider 4VMHP H^'^''^'^{x,y,z,w) and derive generating re-
lations involving these polynomials by using representation tw./i of Lie algebra ^(0,1) 
(1.7.9). In Section 3.2, we consider the properties and some special cases of H"'^''^'^{x, y, z, w). 
In Section 3.3, we consider the problem of framing 4VMHP into the context of the rep-
resentation tw,|x of four dimensional Lie algebra ^(0,1) and obtain generating relations 
involving H^'^''^'^{x,y,z,w) and associated Laguerre polynomials L"{x). In Section 
3.4, we consider some apphcations of the generating relations obtained in Section 3.3. 
Finally, in Section 3.5, some concluding remarks are given. 
3.2. PROPERTIES A N D SPECIAL CASES OF 4VMHP H^'>^'^'\x, y, z, w) 
The 4VMHP satisfy the following differential and pure recurrence relations 
^if: '^ '^ '*(x,y,z,«;) = anH:'f{'\x,y,z,w), 
l-if"•^•^•*(x,y, z,w) = - /3n{n - m^L^i^'^x,y, z, w), 
dy 
p^H^'^'-^'^x, y, z, w) = jn{n - l)(n - 2)H'::^i^\x, y, ^, w\ 
^//^•^•^•*(x,y,z,w) = M n - l ) ( n - 2 ) ( n - 3 ) f f : 5 ^ • * { x , t / , ^ , t / ; ) , (3.2.1) 
and 
E^4{^\x,y,zM = axH:'^'^'\x,y,z,w)-2il+0y)nH:ff'\x,y,z,w) 
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+3^zn{n-l)H^fi''\x,y,z,w) + A6wn{n-l){n-2)H^'ff'\x,y,z,w). (3.2.2) 
We note the following special cases of 4VMHP H"'^'^'^{x, y, z, w): 
(1) H^'0'-^'\x,y,z,O) = H^'^'-y{x,y,z), (3.2.3) 
where H^'^''^(x,y,z) denotes 3-variable modified Hermite polynomials (3VMHP) de-
fined by Eq. (2.2.7). 
(2) H^''''''{x,y^{y-l),z,0) = nn{x,y,z), (3.2.4) 
where ?^„(x, y, z) denotes 3-variable Hermite polynomials (3VHP) defined by the gen-
erating function ([17]; p.511(17)) 
exp{2xt - yt^ + zt^) = ^ H „ ( x , y , z ) - ^ . (3.2.5) 
ri=0 
(3) Hy'''\x,y-^{l-y),z,0) = Hn{x,y,z), (3.2.6) 
where Hn(x,y,z) denotes another form of 3-variable Hermite polynomials (3VHP) 
defined by the generating function ([13]; p.114(22)) 
e^{xt + yt^ + zt^) = y^ Hn{x,y,z)—. (3.2.7) 
(4) i/°.^.^-*(x,t/,0,0) = H--''{x,y), (3.2.8) 
where H^'^{x,y) denotes 2 variable modified Hermite polynomials (2VMHP) defined 
by Eq. (2.2.4). 
(5) /r2.i.T.*(a;,y-^(y-l),0,0) = H„(x,t/), (3.2.9) 
where Hn{x,y) denotes 2-variable Hermite polynomials (2VHP) defined by the gener-
ating function ([17]; p.510(8)) 
exp(2xf-t / t ' ) =inn{x,y)\ (3.2.10) 
(6) Hy'-y'\x,y ^ il-y)AO) = Hnix,y), (3.2.11) 
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where Hn{x,y) denotes 2-variable Hermite Kampe de Feriet polynomials (2VHKdFP) 
defined by the generating function ([13]; p. 112(8)) 
exp{xt + yt'^) ^Hn{x,y)J^ (3.2.12) 
— ' ini 
(7) //2,i.7,*(2.^y 0,0) = Hn(x,y), (3.2.13) 
where H„(x, y) denotes 2-variable Hermite polynomials defined by Eki. (2.1.5). 
(8) if^'^'^'«(a:, 0,0,0) = i/«(x), (3.2.14) 
where if"(x) denotes modified Hermite polynomials (MHP) defined by Ex^ . (2.2.1). 
(9) if2.i,T,«(^^ 0,0,0) = Hn{xl (3.2.15) 
where Hn{x) denotes ordinary Hermite polynomials (HP) defined by Ekj. (1.4.29). 
3.3. REPRESENTATION t..,^ OF ^(0 ,1) A N D GENERATING 
RELATIONS 
The irreducible representation tu),M of ^(0,1) is defined for each a;, /x G C such that 
/x 7^  0. The spectrum S etf this representation is the set {-a; + k : k a. nonnegative 
integer} and there is a basis {fm)mes for the representation space V, with the properties 
J^fm = rnfm, Efm = fJ'fm, J^ fm = /^/m+l, J~ fm ^ {m + Uj)fm-l, 
Co,ifm = {J^J--EJ^) = iswU, tJi^Q. (3.3.1) 
(Here /_^_i = 0, so J~f-w = 0). 
The commutation relations satisfied by the operators J^, J"^, E are 
[ J^J±] = ± J ^ , [J^,J-] = ~E, [£;,J±] = [E,J^] = 0. (3.3.2) 
In order to obtain a reahzation of the representation ^^^^ of ^(0,1) on a space of 
functions of two complex variables x and y, Miller ([113]; p.104) has taken the functions 
fm{.x,y) = Zmix)e^y, such that relations (3.3.1) are satisfied for all m G S, where the 
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differential operators ,P,J'^,J ,E are given by 
d 
J' = dy' 
J+ = 
J- --
= e^ 
= e-y 
d 1 • 
" d 1 
ax 2 
J 
^x 
E = II. 
In particular, we look for the functions 
Ux, y, z, w, t) = Z^'P^-^'^x, y, z, w)e, 
(3.3.3) 
(3.3.4) 
such that 
K fn ^ nfn, Ifn = A /^n, K^fn = fJ'fn+l, K fn = (u + u)f„ 
(3.3.5) Co,lfn = {K+K- - IK^)U = IJJUjfn, /i ^ 0, 
for all neS. 
We assume that the set of linear differential operators K^, K^, I takes the form 
2{1+ Py)t d 3^zt d 45wt d 
K^ = axt — -— ——h 
K- = - - , 
at dx^ 
K^ = t— 
I = 1 
a dx P dy ^ dz' 
(3.3.6) 
and note that these operators satisfy the commutation relations identical to (3.3.2). 
There is no loss of generahty for special function theory if we set lo = 0, // = 1, 
then in terms of the function Zm{x), relation (3.3.1) reduce to ([113]; p. 104(4.72)) 
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( - ^ 2 ^ ) ^'"C^) ^ mZm-\{x), 
Further, for the same choice of cj and pt and vising operators (3.3.6), relations 
(3.3.5) take the form 
2(1 + I3y) d Ziz d 45w d 
OtX ^  ;;- -;— + Z^'^'-^'^x^y^zM = Z:f{''\x,y,z,w), 
adx 
a dx P dy 7 dz 
Z:'^'^'\x,y,z,w) = nZ:L^f'\x,y,z,w), 
\^'^-'r'\x,y,z,w) = 0. d 2(1+py) 92 372 a^ A5w d'^ ^ i zJ- -| — Ji 
dx Q2 dx^ aP dxdy 07 dxdz (3.3.8) 
Miller [113] have used relations (3.3.7) to compute the functions Zm{x), which are 
easily expressed in terms of parabolic cylinder functions or Hermite polynomials i/„(x). 
In fact, 
2 
Zmix) = i-irDmix) = i-irexp(^-jy-^/'Hm[-^), m = 0 , l , 2 , . . . . (3.3.9) 
Similarly, we observe that, for all n G 5, the choice for Z^'^''^'^{x,y,z,w) = 
Hn'^''^'^{x,y,z,w) satisfy Eqs. (3.3.8). It follows from the above discussion that the 
fimctions /^•^''^'^{x,y,z,w,i) = i/"'^''^'*(x, y, z, w)*", n G S form a basis for a real-
ization of the representation to,i of ^(0,1). By using Theorem 1.7.2, this representa-
tion of ^(0,1) can be extended to a local multiplier representation T{g), g e ^(0,1) 
defined on !F, the space of all functions analytic in a neighbomrhood of the point 
(x«,yO,^o,t/;«,tO) = (1,1,1,1,1). 
Using operators (3.3.6), the action of the one parameter subgroups exp(Tj7'^), 
exp(6J'''"), exp(cj"") and exp(a£^) are obtained by integrating the following diflFerential 
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equations 
dxiT}_^ Mr)__r. ^ ^ _ n ±.,,(,^n ^ ^ _ , Mr) _ „ 
dT ~ ' dT ' dT ' dr ^^ ' dr ' dr ~ ' 
dxjb) _ 2(1 + 0y{b))t{b) dy{b) _ 3^z{b)t{b) dzjb) _ A6w{b) 
db a ' db j3 ' db 7 ' 
dc at{cy dc ' dc ^ dc ' dc ' dc ' 
dx{S) _ dy{£) _ d^(g) ^ d^(g) _ ^ ^ f ^ _ n ^fK£)_ ic^ 
d£ ' d£ ' d£ ' dS ' d£ ' dS ~''^ ^ '^ 
(3.3.10) 
subject to the conditions a;(0) = x, y(0) = y, 2(0) = z, w{Qi) = w, i(0) = ,^ i/(0) = 1, 
where u is multipHer of the representation. 
Hence the local multipher representation takes the form 
[r(expa£)/](x,y,2,w,t) =- exp(a)/(a;,y,2,'u;,t), 
[T(exp6J+)/](a;,y, z, ly, t) = exp(axt6 - (1 + /3y)f^6^ + iztH^ + Swfb") 
\ \ ax ax ax J \ py py 
• 1 ,1", M 
[T(expcJ-) / ] (x ,y ,2 , io , t )= / (^ ( l + ^ ) ,2/ ,2 . i^ , t j , 
[T(exprj3)/](x,y,2,w;,t) = f{x,y,z,w,te^), (3.3.11) 
for f e T, where J""*", JT"", i7^, £ are given by the matrices (1.6.23) and form a basis 
for Lie algebra ^(0,1). If ^ € ^(0,1) has parameters (a, b, c, r ) then 
T{g) = T(expa5)T(exp6J+) r (expcJ - )T(exprJ '3 ) 
and therefore we obtain 
[T{g)f]{x,y,z,w,t) = exp(a + r/)/(x^, y</., zV^ , w, fe^, (3.3.12) 
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where 
T) : = axth - (1 + I3y)t%'^ + ^zt%^ + 5wt%'^, 
. ^ 2(1+/3y)tb Z^zfb"^ 4Swt^b^ c 
a := 1 1 1 1 , 
cj>:= l -
iP:= 1 + 
ax ax ax axt 
3jztb_65ujf^ 
~Jy~~ Py ' 
45wtb 
jz 
The matrix elements of T{g) with respect to the analytic basis fn{x, y, z, w, t) = 
Hn'^''^'^(x,y,z,w)t^, are the functions A[k(g), uniquely determined by to,i of ^(0,1) 
and we obtain relations 
oo 
[T{g)fk]{x,y,z,w,t) = ^ Afc(p)/,(a;,y,2:,K;,t), fc = 0 , l , 2 , . . . , (3.3.13) 
1=0 
which on using (3.3.12) yields 
oo 
e:q>{a+r]+kT)H^'^''''\xe, y<f>, zi>, w) = Yl Aik{g)H^'^'''^\x, y, z, w)t'-\ A; = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . 
1=0 
(3.3.14) 
The matrix element Aik{g) are given by ([113]; p.87(4.26)) 
Aikig) = exp(a + fcT)c'=-'Lf-'(-6c), fc,/>0. (3.3.15) 
Substituting (3.3.15) into (3.3.14) and simplifying, we obtain the generating rela-
tion 
oo 
exp(77) Hf^-^^xe, ycf>, zxj;, w)^Yl c^-'L\-\-bc)Hf'^^'^'\x, y, z, w)t'-', fc = 0,1,2, • • • 
1=0 
(3.3.16) 
r? := axtb - (1 + Py)t'^b'^ + jzt^b^ + Swt%\ 
^ 2{1+Py)tb Z^z^b^ 46wt^b^ c 
U := I 1 1 j -, 
4>:= 1 -
iP:= 1 + 
ax ax ax axt 
S-yztb GSwt'^b'^ 
~W~ Py ' 
45wtb 
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3.4. APPLICATIONS 
We consider the following applications of generating relation (3.3.16). 
I. Taking i> -4 0 in generating relation (3.3.16) and using the limit ([113]; p.88(4.29)) 
n + l 
we get 
''=° ' 0 if n < 0 . 
H,{x+^^,y,z,w) = ^(^^^^)c'=-'i/r '^-^-*(x,y,z,«;)f '-^ (3.4.2) 
Again, taking c -> 0 in generating relation (3.3.16) and using the hmit ([113]; 
p.88(4.29)) ( 0 if n > 0 , 
^ , if n < 0, (3.4.3) ( - " ) ! 
we get 
expiaxtb - (1 + Py)t%' + jzt'b' + Swt^b^)^''^'' (x (l - ? i i ± M ^ + ^J^ 
4:5wt^b^\ / Sjztb QSwt^b 2 L 2 ' 
ax 
/ 4Swtb\ \ 
°° ul-k 
II. Taking to = 0 in generating relation (3.3.16) and using Eq. (3.2.3), we get 
eMc^xtb - (1 + Py^b^ + ^zth^)Ht'^- (x (l - ? i l ± M ^ + ^ 2 ^ + ±^, . 
Py)^') = Ec'=-'Lf-'(-6c)/fr-^-^(x,y,^)f'-\ (3.4.5) / ^^ztb\ y 1 -
where if^'^'T'(a;,y,2) denotes 3VMHP given by Eq. (2.2.7). 
Further, taking 2 = 0 in Eq. (3.4.5) and using Eq. (3.2.8), we get 
exp(a.t6 - (1 + Wt^( .^ )« :^ ( x ( l - ^-^^^ + ^ ) . v ) 
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Y^ c'-'Ll-'{-bc)Hf{x, yy-\ (3.4.6) 
/=o 
where H^^'^{x,y) denotes 2VMHP given by Eq. (2.2.4). 
Again, taking T/ = 0 in Eq. (3.4.6) and using Eq. (3.2.14), we get 
OO 
= Y.'''-'Ll-\-hc)Hr{xY-\ (3.4.7) 
where H^{x) denotes MHP given by Eq. (2.2.1). 
III. Taking a = 2, /? = 7 = 1 , zy^O and replacing y by (y - 1) in generating relation 
(3.3.16) and using Eq. (3.2.4), we obtain ([117]; p.63(16)) (for r = 0) 
OO 
= 5^c'=-'Lf-'(-M^/(a^.J/.^)f'"'. (3.4.8) 
1=0 
where 7inix,y,z) denotes 3VHP given by Eq. (3.2.5). 
Further, taking z = 0 in Eq. (3.4.8) and using Eq. (3.2.9), we get ((117); p.63(17)) 
(for r = 0) 
exp(2a;«6 + yt''b'')'Hk (x(l-^ + ^  j , y 
= J^c'-'Lf-'{-bc)ntix,y)t'~\ (3.4.9) 
1=0 
where 'Hn{x,y) denotes 2VHP given by Eq. (3.2.10). 
IV. Taking Q; = ;0 = 7 = l,to = Oand replacing y by (1 - y) in generating relation 
(3.3.16) and using Eq. (3.2.6), we get 
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, ,x ( ( ^ytb ^zt%^ c\ / , 3ztb\ > 
= Y,^''-'Ll-\-bc)Hi{x,y,z)t'-\ (3.4.10) 
1=0 
where Hi{x,y,z) denotes 3VHP given by Eq. (3.2.7). 
Further, taking z = 0 in Eq. (3.4.10) and using Eq. (3.2.11), we get 
oo 
= Y,c^-'L^r\-^c)Hi{:x,y)t'-\ (3.4.11) 
where Hi{x,y) denotes 3VHP given by Eq. (3.2.12). 
V. Taking a = 2, / 5 = l , 2 = iy = 0 i n generating relation (3.3.16) and using Eq. 
(3.2.13), we get 
exp(2xt6- (l + y ) t V ) H . [x {l - ^^-^ + ^ ) ,y^ = ^c '=- 'Lf- ' ( -6c)H,(x ,y) , 
(3.4.12) 
where Hn{x,y) denotes 2VHP given by Eq. (2.1.5). 
Further taking y = 0 in Eq. (3.4.|3^ and using Eq. (3.2.15), we get ([113]; 
p. 106(4.76)) (for t = -t) 
e x p ( 2 a ; t 6 - t V ) i / f c ( ' 2 ; ( ' l - ^ + 2 ^ ^ ^ = f2c''-'L^-'{-bc)Hi{x), (3.4.13) 
where Hn{x) denotes Hermite polynomials given by Eq. (1.4.29). 
3.5. C O N C L U D I N G R E M A R K S 
Recently, Dattoli and his coworkers have shown that operational techniques can 
be exploited to derive the properties of ordinary and generalized Hermite polynomials 
in a simple and unified manner. 
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In this section, we show that the monomiaUty principle and operational techniques 
provide an efficient tool to derive the relation involving 4VMHP H^''^''^'^{x,y,z,w). 
According to the principle of monomiaUty the polynomials Pn{x) (n G N, x e C) 
are called quasi-monomials, if two operators M and P , can be defined in such a way 
that 
M{pn{x)} = Pn+i{x), 
P{Pn{x)} = np„_i(x). 
The operators M and P are called multiplicative and derivative operators and 
can be recognized as raising and lowering operators acting on the polynomials p„{x). 
Obviously M and P satisfy the commutative relation 
[A M] = 1 (3.5.2) 
and thus display a Weyl group structure. Further consequence of Eq. (3.5.1) is the 
eigen property of MP 
MPpn{x) = npn{x). (3.5.3) 
The polynomials p„(x) are obtained by taking the action of M on po{x) 
Pnix) = M^'poix), (3.5.4) 
(in the following we shall always set po{x) = 1) and consequently the exponential 
generating function of Pn{x) is 
°° t" 
G{t,x) = ^ p „ ( x ) - = exp{tM){l}. (3.5.5) 
n=0 
We observe that, within the context of the monomiality principle, the 4VMHP de-
fined by Eqs. (2.5.1) and (2.5.2) are quasi monomials under the action of the operators 
M ^ ax- -^ ^ ^ T^-l + —T^-^ 3.5.6a 
a ox a^ OX'' a^ ox^ ' 
1 d 
P = - g j . (3.5.66) 
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which play the role of multiplicative and derivative operators, respectively, in the sense 
that 
MH^'^'^''{x,y,z,w) = H:f{''\x,y,z,w) (3.5.7) 
and 
PH^'^''''\x,y,z,w) = nH:'fi''\x,y,z,w). (3.5.8) 
We can explicitly write the polynomials H^^^''^'^{x, y, z, w) in terms of the operator 
(3.5.6a) as follows: 
H^'^''''\x,y,z,w) = M^l} 
/ 2{1+Py) d 372 d^ 45w d^ Y 
— ax — ' + -;^^] W - (3-5.9) y a dx Q^ dx"^ Q^ dx^ 
It is also worth to mention that 
^ H^:^''^\x,y,z,w) ^ - ^ ^2^n''''''i^.y, z, w), 
^^H^^^''^'\x,y,z,w) = T^H^,0,'r,s^x,y,z,wl 
±H^'0''^'\x,y,z,w) = ^^^ •^ • -^ •* (a : , y , z , « ; ) , (3.5.10) 
under the following initial condition 
//^•^•^•*(x,y-1,0,0) = x", (3.5.11) 
thus ensuring that 
H«A..(,,,,,,„) = exp(-g^ + i ^ + A | j )K} . (3.5.12) 
According to the aforementioned point of view, the 4VMHP H^'^''^'^{x, y, z, w) can 
be generated from the ordinary monomials by merely employing the operational rule 
(3.5.12). 
In order to further, illustrate how a known result for ordinary polynomials can 
be employed to deduce a corresponding identity for the 4VMHP H^'^''^'^{x,y,z,w), 
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we recall the following specialized version of a well known generating function ([113]; 
p.84(15)): 
oo 
exp(6x)(x + c)'= = ^c '=- 'Lf - ' ( -6c)x ' . (3.5.13) 
1=0 
We replaice a; by lax — 
function (3.5.13), to get 
2(1 + Py) d 372 52 4Sw d^ 
a di ' ^ a ? + '^d^^ ^" ^^ "^ generating 
2(1 + py) d 3^z d^ ASw ^ 
exp 0 ax ^TT-^ + 
a dx a^ dx"^ a^ dx^ 
2(1 + Py) d 372 d"^ A5w d^ 
a dx o? dx'^ Q^ dx^ 
\ a clx a'' cfx^ a-^ dx^ J 
which on using operational definition (3.5.9) becomes 
2 0 + ^ a_ _ 37£6_5^ A5wb^\ ^.,,„... c 
exp I hax 
= E c'-'L'r\-bc)Ht^^''\x, y. z, w)- (3.5.14) 
1=0 
Now decoupling the exponential on the R.H.S. of Eq. (3.5.14) by means of the 
rules [11] 
(2n- l ) / (n - l ) 
exp 
HL i(2n-l)/n J A _ !^^(!Lli)^(l-n)/n\ 
\n-\) IV n j - 1 e ^ Tn(2n 
[ i , S ] = mi^n^ (3 5 15) 
for (n = 3 and 2) and 
e x p ( A + S ) = exp(A)exp(5)exp(^-—J, [A,B] = m, (3.5.16) 
(where A and B are the operators and m, a complex nimiber) and then using the 
identity 
e ^ ( « ) rf^ / (^) = / (^ + ma ^ ^ ; ; ^ j exp(a) — , (3.5.17) 
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we find 
exp(a.* - (1 + m ' + ,zl? + W ) exp fzHl i i lM S ^ ^ ^ ^ i M ^ ^ 
\ a dx a dx a dx 
oo 
= '£c''-'Ll-'{-bc)Hr'^''^'\x,y,z,w). (3.5.18) 
1=0 
By specializing the action of the exponential operator on the polynomial if "'''•^•*(x, y, z, w) 
in the above equation by Eq. (3.5.12) and then using the Shift operator 
edxf{x) = / (x + A), (3.5.19) 
We finally get relation (3.3.1€) 
The above result show the flexibiUty of the operational methods and wealth of its 
imphcations. 
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C H A P T E R 4 
LIE-THEORETIC GENERATING RELATIONS 
INVOLVING MULTI-VARIABLE TRICOMI FUNCTIONS 
4.1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The function [2] 
Cn{x) = V - , . '^'\,, (4.1.1) 
is a Bessel like function known as Tricomi function and is characterized by the following 
link with the ordinary Bessel function Jni^) (1.4.19): 
Cn{x) = x-" /V„(2v/^) . (4.1.2) 
or 
Jn{x) = ( I ) " a ( ^ ) . (4.1.3) 
The Tricomi function Cn{x) satisfies the generating function 
oo 
0 - f ) = E <^n{x)e, (4.1.4) exp 
which yield the recurrences 
— Cn(x) = -Cn+\{x), 
X Cn+iix) - nCnix) + Cn-iix) = 0. (4.1.5) 
On combining the above recurrence relations, we get the following differential 
equation satisfied by C„(x): 
Equation (4.1.6) ensures that Cn{x) are eigen functions of the operator 
^ , ^ d d d 
^"(") = -Tx^^Tx-'^Tx (4.1.7) 
The above operator, whose importance has been recognized within the frame work 
of theory of monomiahty of Laguerre polynomials [12], can be viewed as a generalization 
of the ordinary derivative so that C„(x) can be considered a generalization of the 
ordinary exponential function, it does not possess the semigroup property and indeed 
Cmix + y) ^ Cm{x)Cm{y)- This fact far from being a Umitation, allows the possibility 
of introducing other families of Bessel like functions. 
The study of the properties of multi-variable generalized special functions has 
provided new means of analysis for the derivation of the solution of large classes of 
partial differential equations often encountered in physical problems. The relevance of 
the special functions in physics is well estabhshed. Most of the special functions of 
mathematical physics as well as their generalizations have been suggested by physical 
problems. 
In order to further stress the usefulness of the generalized special functions, DattoU 
et al. [25] have introduced the three variable two parameter extension of TVicomi 
fimctions defined as: 
oo 
Cnix,y,z;TuT2) = ^ T^Cr^-zi{x,y;Ti) Ci{z). (4.1.8) 
J=-oo 
The generating fimction for 3-variable 2-parameter Tricomi ftmctions (3V2PTF) 
Cn{x, y, z;Ti,T2) is given as: 
00 
exp (* - f + ^^ 1^ - ^ + *^ 2^ - ^ ) = Yl *"^"(^ ' ^' '^ ' ^ 1''^ 2)- (41-9) 
n=-oo 
The 3V2PTF Cn{x,y,z\ri,T2) is related to the 3-variable 2 parameter Bessel func-
tion 3V2PBF Jn{x,y,Z;TI,T2) by [25] 
Cn{x,y,z;Ti,r2) = x-""'' Jn\2^,2^,2^; ^TI,T2\-] , (4.1.10) 
^yy y z 
( x\^ iX V z 2y Az \ 2) ^ " V T ' T ' T ' ^ ' ' ' ' ? ' ^ V ' ^^ ••^ •^ ^^  
or 
r.2 „ 2 ^2 
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where J„(x,t/,z;ri,r2) is given by [25] 
oo 
J„(x,y, z;T],T2) = Yl T2 J„_3/(i,y;Ti) J,(2). (4.1.12) 
( = - 0 0 
with the generating function 
±j^M.,y.z;r^,r.) = exp (^ (^ 4 ) + I {''^^ " ^ ) + ^ {''^'^ - ^ ) ) • 
(4.1.13) 
In this Chapter, we derive generating relations involving 3V2PTF C'„(x-, y, z; n , r2) 
by using Lie-algebraic methods. In Section 4.2, we give a review of the basic proper-
ties of 3V2PTF C„(x,y,z;ri,T2) and their special cases. In Section 4.3, we derive 
generating relations involving 3V2PTF by using the representation Q{u), mo) of the 
Lie algebra T3. In Section 4.4, we obtain certain new and known generating relations 
involving various forms of Tricomi and Bessel functions. Finally, in Section 4.5, some 
concluding remarks are given. 
4.2, PROPERTIES AND SPECIAL CASES OF 3V2PTF C „ ( x , y , z ; r i , r 2 ) 
The 3V2PTF C„(x, y, z; n , T2) defined by Eqs. (4.1.8), (4.1.9) satisfy the following 
differential and pure recurrence relations: 
— C„(i,y,2;Ti,r2) = - C„+i(x,y,z;Ti,r2), 
^-C„(x,y,z; r i , r2) = C„+2(a;,y, 2; n , ra), 
dy Ti 
o 1 
—-Cn(x,y,2;ri,r2) = C„+3(a;,y, z; ri,r2), 
OZ T2 
d y 
-—C„(x,y,z;Ti,r2) = C„_2(x,y, z;ri,r2)-I--2 Cn+2(a:,y, 2; ri,r2), 
on Tj 
^-Cnix,y,Z;Ti,T2) = Cn-3{x,y,Z;Ti,T2)-\- -^Cn+3{x,y,Z;TuT2) ( 4 . 2 . 1 ) 
OT2 T2 
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and 
nCn{x, y, z; TI,T2) = C„_i(a;, y, z; n , T2) + xCn+i{x, y, z; Ti,T2) + 2TiCn-2{x, y, z; n , T2), 
3z 
+ST2CnMx,y, Z;TUT2) + —Cn+3ix,y,z;Ti,T2). (4.2.2) 
T2 
The differential equation satisfied by 3V2PTF C„(x,y, 2;ri,T2) is 
( - ^ ^ - ( l + " ) | + 2 - . a l ; r + 3 T . g | ; - - l ) c „ ( x , ! , , . ; r „ r , ) = 0. (4.23) 
We note the following special cases of 3V2PTF C„(x, y, z\ n,T2): 
(1) C - n l ^ X ' J ' j S ^ ^ ' ^ r J = V2J •^n(2:,y,^;Ti,T2) (4.2.4) 
where Jn{x,y,z\Ti,T2) is given by Eqs. (4.1.12),(4.1.13). 
( x V z 21/ 4z \ /x\~^ 
T ' 4 ' T = J ' ? j = (2) •^ '^ (^ '^ '^ )' (4-2-5) 
where Jn{x,y,z) denotes 3-variable Bessel function (3VBF) defined by the generating 
fimction [37] 
(3) Cn{x,y,z;l,l) = Cn(x,y,z), (4.2.7) 
where C„(x, t/, z) denotes 3-variable Tricomi function (3VTF) defined by the generating 
function 
f ; Cn{x, y, zr = e^P (* - f + *' - I + *' - ^ ) • (4-2.8) 
n = — 0 0 
(4) Cn{x,y,l;Ti^T,0) ^ Cn{x,y;T), (4.2.9) 
where C„(x,y;r) denotes 2-variable 1-parameter Tricomi function (2V1PTF) defined 
by the generating function ([25]; p.221, Eq.(9)). 
00 
Y^ Cn{x,y;T)e = exp(t-j+ rt^ - - ^ ) . (4.2.10) 
n = — 0 0 
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(5) ^ " ( T ' ^ ' ^ ' ? " ' ° ) = ( | ) " " ^ " ( ^ ' ^ ; ^ ) ' (4-2-11) 
where J„(x,y; r) denotes 2-variable l-parameter Bessel functions (2V1PBF) defined by 
the generating function ([37]; p. 176 Eq.(1.2)) 
f ; J „ ( x , y ; r r = exp ( f 6 - 7 ) + f (rf ' :^)) • (4-2.12) 
(6) ^ " ( T ' C ' ^ ' ^ ' ^ ) = (|)'"-^'^(^'^)' (4-2-13) 
where Jn{x, y) denotes 2-variable Bessel functions (2VBF) defined by the generating 
function ([41]; p.24 Eq.(1.8(a))) 
f^  Ux^yr = exp {^[t-^^+y- [t^ - i ) ) . (4.2.14) 
(7) C„(x,j/,1;1,0) = C„(x,y), (4.2.15) 
where C„(x, y) denotes 2-variable Tricomi functions (2VTF) defined by the generating 
function 
00 
Y, Cn{x,y)e = exp (t - I + i2 _ l y (4 2.16) 
n = — 0 0 
(8) Cn(jA,l;0,0^ = ( | )~"-^"(^) ' (4-2.17) 
where Jn{x) denotes ordinary Bessel function defined by the generating function (1.4.19). 
(9) C„(x , l , l ;0 ,0 ) = Cn{x), (4.2.18) 
where C„(x) denotes Tricomi function defined by the generating function (4.1.4). 
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4.3. R E P R E S E N T A T I O N Q{w,mo) O F Ts A N D G E N E R A T I N G 
RELATIONS 
Miller [113] have determined realizations of the irreducible representaion Q{u},mo) 
of Ta where a;,mo G C such that u ^ 0 and 0 < Re mo < 1. The spectrum S of this 
representation is the set {mo + k : fc an integer} and the representation space V has 
a basis {fm)mes, such that 
J fm — infm, J fm — ^fm+l, J fm — ^fm-l-, 
The commutation relations satisfied by the operators J^, J^ are 
{j\r\ = j+ , [ J ^ J - ] = - J - , [ j + , j - ] = 0. 
(4.3.1) 
(4.3.2) 
In order to find the realizations of this representation on spaces of functions of 
two complex variables x and y, Miller ([113]; pp. 59-60) has taken the fimctions 
fm{x,y) = Z^(x)e"*^, such that relations (4.3.1) are satisfied for all me S, where the 
differential operators J^, J * are given by 
dy' 
J- = e-y 
In particular, we look for the functions 
d 1 d' 
dx xdy '• 
' d Id] 
dx xc >y. 
such that 
fm{x,y,Z,t;Ti,T2) ^ Zm{x,y,Z;Ti,T2)t"', 
K^fm = mfm, K+fm = w/m+1, K fm = Ojfm-l, 
Cofifm = {K+K-)fm = a;Vm, (^ ^ 7^  0; meS). 
(4.3.3) 
(4.3.4) 
(4.3.5) 
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The set of operators {K^, K^, K } satisfy the commutation relations identical to 
(4.3.2). 
There are numerous possible solutions of Elq. (4.3.5). We assume that the set of 
linear differential operators {K^,K^,K~} takes the form 
d 
K^ = t 
K+ = t 
X d 2TI d 3T2 d d i^~' —- _i_ _i_ — 
t dx t dTi t dT2 dt 
The operators in Ekjs. (4.3.6) satisfy the commutation relations (4.3.2). 
(4.3.6) 
In terms of the functions Zm{x,y,z;T\,T2) and using operators (4.3.6), relations 
(4.3.5) reduce to 
(i) •—Zmix,y,z;Ti,T2) = uZm+iix,y,z;Ti,T2), 
(ii) 
(iu) 
p\ p\ p\ ' 
-a; — + 2ri —- + 3T2 ^  m 
ox OTi OT2 
a^ a2 ^2 
dx^ ^ dxdri dxdT2 dx 
-- uj^Zm{x,y,z;Ti,T2). 
Zmix,y,z;Ti,T2) = ujZm-iix,y,z;TuT2), 
d 
Zmix,y,z;Ti,T2) 
(4.3.7) 
We can take a; = — 1, without any loss of generality. For this choice of oj and in 
terms of the functions Zm{x), relations (4.3.1) become ([113]; p.60 (3.25)) 
" d m 
dx X (i) 
(ii) 
Zm{x) — —Zm+i{x), 
d m 
dx x 
Zm{x) = Zm-l{x), 
(iii) (f 1 d m2 Zm{x) — Zrn\X). (4.3.8) 
dx^ X dx x^ 
We observe that (i) and (ii) of Eqs. (4.3.8) agree with the conventional recurrence 
relations for Bessel functions Jm{x) and (iii) coincides with the differential equation 
for Jm{x). Thus we see that Zm{x) = Jmix) is a solution of Eqs. (4.3.8) for all m & S. 
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Similaxly, we see that for a; = - 1 , (iii) of Eqs. (4.3.7) coincide^Wi^ the differential jj 
equation (4.2.3) of 3V2PTF C„(x,?/,z;ri,r2). In fact, for all m V s the choiceJox " / 
Zm{x,y,z;Ti,T2) = Cm{x,y,z;Ti,T2) satisfy Eqs. (4.3.7). Thus we conclude,thatJiie' 
functions f„i{x, y, z, t; TI, T2) = Cm{x, y, z; Ti,T2)t"^', me S form a basis for a reaHzation 
of the representation Q{—l,mQ) of Ta. By using Theorem 1.7.1, this representation of 
Ts can be extended to a local multiplier representation of Tz. Using operators (4.3.6), 
the local multiplier representation T{g), 5 G T3 defined on T, the space of all functions 
analytic in a neighbourhood of the point (x°,y°, z°,f°,T°,r2) = (1,0,0,1,1,1), takes 
the form 
[r(exp6J+)/](x,y,z,i;ri ,T2) = f (x ll +-j ,y,z,t;TuT2\ . 
[r(exp cj')f]{x, y, z, t; n , T^) 
=/( . ( i -£ ) . .M( i -D- . ( i -r - ( ' -7y 
[T{expaJ^)f]{x,y,z,t;TuT2) = /(x,y,2,te";Ti,r2), (4.3.9) 
If g € T3 is given by Eq. (1.6.25), we find 
T{g) = T(exp6J+)T(expcJ ' -)T(expaJ^) 
and therefore we obtain 
[T{g)f]ix,y,z,t-ruT2) = / (^ x (^ 1 + ^ ) ( l - fj ,y,z,te'^ ( l - ^) ; 
- 3 
<^-rM^-r)- bt\ , Ici , ^ - < 1, - < 1. (4.3.10 X u l 
The matrix elements of T{g) with respect to the analytic basis {fm)m€S are the 
functions Aik{g) uniquely determined by Q{-l,mo) of Ta and are defined by 
[T{g)f„^+k]{x,y,z,t]TuT2) = Y, Afc(9)/mo+i(a;,y,2,t;Ti,T2), /c = 0 , ± l , ± 2 , ± 3 - - -
t=-oo 
(4.3.11) 
Therefore, we prove the following result: 
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p=—oo |P|! 
Theorem 4.3.1. The following generating equation holds 
£ ^ ^ ^^'^'"^^' c(-''+W)/-^ oFi[-; bl + 1; be] C^+p(x, y, z; n , r2)f^ 
< 1. (4.3.12) 
Proof. Using (4.3.10), we obtain 
OO 
= Y, Ai,m-mo{g)Crr^+i{x,y,z;n,T2)t"^^'-"' (4.3.13) 
/>< 
— 
X < 1, 
r 
— 
t 
l=-oo 
and the matrix elements Aik{g) are given by ([113]; p.56(3.12)'), 
(_l)|fe-'l 
^/fc(p) = exp((mo + k)a) \k-l\ 
^ ^(/-fc+|fe-/|)/2 ^(k-l-,\k-l\)/2 ^p,^^_. Ifc _ il + 1; fee], 
( 4 . 3 . 1 4 ) 
valid for all integral values of /, k and where o-fi denotes confluent hypergeometric 
function [2]. 
Substituting the value of Aik{g) given by (4.3.14) into (4.3.13) and simplifying we 
obtain result (4.3.12). 
Corollary 4.3.1. The following generating equation holds 
^ {-uf Jp{r) Cm+p{x, y, z; Ti, T2)fP, 
p=—oo 
rut 
2x 
< 1 . | - | < 1 . (4.3.15) 
ru Proof. If be ^ 0, we can introduce the co-ordinates r,u such that b = — and 
c = — ( — j , with these new co-ordinates the matrix elements (4.3.14) can be expressed 
(4.3.16) 
as 
Aik{g) = exp((mo + k)a) (-i^)'~'= Ji-k{r), k = 0, ± 1 , ±2 
and generating relation (4.3.12) yields (4.3.15). 
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4.4. APPLICATIONS 
We discuss some applications of the generating relations obtained in the preceding 
section. 
I. Taking c = 0 and f = 1 in generating relation (4.3.12), we get 
Cm{{x + b),y,z\Ti,T2) = ^——Cm+p{x,y , z ;Ti ,T2) , 
p=0 
b 
X 
< 1. (4.4.1) 
Again, taking 6 = 0 and t — 1 in generating relation (4.3.12), we get 
{l-c)"'Cm{x{l-c),y,z;Ti{l-c)-\r2{l-c)-^) = 2Z-Cm-p{x,y,z;Ti,T2), |c| < 1. 
p=oP-
(4.4.2) 
-J.2 y2 ^2 f2y\ / 3 - z \ xt 
II. Replacing xhy —,y by —, z by —, n by ( ^ j n , r2 by ( ^ 1 ^ 2 and t by — 
in generating relation (4.3.12) and using Ekj. (4.2.4), we get 
<^^m-f' 
-3/2 ^ ~ (-l)IPl {,(P+|p|)/2 
p=—oo 
X c(-P+lPl)/2 oFi[-; IPI + l;6c] J^+p(x,2/,2;Ti,r2)tP, 2bt 
X 
< 1 , 
2c 
xt 
- < 1 , (4.4.3) 
where Jm{x,y,z;Ti,T2) denotes the 3V2PBF defined by Eqs. (4.1.12) and (4.1.13). 
x^ y^ z"^ f2y\ /'3z\ 
Similarly replacing a; by —, y by —, z by —, TI by ( ^ j r i , ra by f - j j T2 and t by 
xt 
— in generating relation (4.3.15) and using Eq. (4.2.4), we get 
/l + (r/vxt)\"^/'^ ^ ( (, rvt\^l'^(, r \V2 / rvt\ f^ r \ - i 
\TT(kw • ' "W'+T) (i-^s) •^•^• '^0 + T)(I+; ;5) • 
p=—OO uxt 
(4.4.4) 
< 1 . 
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( ; 
Further, taking TJ = T2 = 1 in generating relation (4.4.3), we get 
(_i)iPi 
5(p+|p|)/2 
2bt 2c 
xt 
< 1, (4.4.5) 
+ {2htjx) 
where Jm{x,y,z) denotes 3VBF given by Eq. (4.2.6). 
Similar result can be obtained from generating relation (4.4.4). 
I I I . Taking ri = T2 = 1 in generating relation (4.3.12) and using Eq. (4.2.7), we get 
p = — 0 0 
X c(-P+W)/2 ^p^^_. IPI ^ 1. ^ j^ Cr^^^^X, y^ ^y^ _ ht 
— 
X < 1, 
c 
— 
t 
T < 1 , (4.4.6) 
where Cm{x,y,z) denotes 3VTF given by Eq. (4.2.8). Similar results can be obtained 
from generating relations (4.3.15). 
rV. Taking z = 1, T2 = 0 and replacing ri by r in generating relation (4.3.12) and 
using Eq. (4.2.9), we get 
p=—00 
X c^-P+\pm o F i [ - ; b | + l;6c]C^+p(x,y,r)tP, < 1 , 7 < 1 , 
I 1/ I 
(4.4.7) 
where Cm{x;y-T) denotes 2V1PTF given by Eq. (4.2.10) 
,.2 „.2 
Further, replacing x hy —, y hy —, T hy —^ and i by — in generating relation 
(4.4.7), we get 
/ l - ( 2 c / x f ) \ ' " ' " 26 A 1/2 2c\ 1/2 26^ 
^"•'H'^Tj v-Tt) •^•ni+. Vl + (26i/2:)/ 
= E nT- ^^ '^"^ '^ "^ "'^ '"^ '^ °^ f^-' 1^ 1+^ ;^ '^  •^ -+ (^^ '^ ;^ )*'' 
p = — 0 0 w 
2bt 
X 
2c' 
xt. 
< 1 , 
- r 
2c 
i t 
(4.4.8) 
< 1 . 
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where Jm{x,y;T) denotes 2V1PBF given by Eq. (4.2.12). 
Further, taking r = 1 in generating relation (4.4.8), we get 
/ l - (2c /x t )>^"^/ ' 
\l + {2bt/x) )^'^„(.(..f)-(.-|)-.)=E^i^^— J 
2bt 
X 
p~-
< 1 , 
oo 
2c 
xt 
w 
< 1 xc(-P+l''l)/2oFi[-;b| + l;bc]J^-,p(x,T/)<P, —  1, ^ 1 (4.4.9) 
X Xt 
where Jm{x,y) denotes 2VBF given by Eq. (4.2.1.4). 
Similar results can be obtained from generating relation (4.3.15). 
V. Taking z = ri = 1, r2 = 0 in generating relation (4.3.12) and using Eq. (4.2.15), 
we get 
p=—oo 
X c(-''+W)/2oFi[-;bH-l;6c]C^+p(x,t/)tP, -bt 
X 
< 1 , 
r 
t 
- < 1 (4.4.10) 
where C„»(x,y) denotes 2VTF given by Eq. (4.2.16). Similar results can be obtained 
from generating relation (4.3.15). 
VI. Taking y ~ z = I and ri = r2 = 0 in generating relations (4.3.12), (4.3.15) and 
using Eq. (4.2.18), we get 
(_1)H (-r-H-9(-i))=i: ,, i)(j>+\p\)/2 
p=—oo 
X c(-P+lPl)/2 oFi[- ; \p\ + 1; be] Cm+p{x)tr>, ht 
X 
< 1 , 
r 
~t 7 <1> 
(4.4.11) 
(l + 2^ ) "^" (^ (^  + ^ ) (l + 2li)) = I^ {-)%(r)C„,,(x)«^ 
p = — O O 
rut 
2x < 1 , 2i/i < 1, (4.4.12) 
respectively, where Cm{x) denotes Tricomi function given by Eqs. (4.1.1) and (4.1.4)-
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Further, replacing x by z^/4, t by zt/2 in generating relation (4.4.11) and using 
Eq. (4.1.3), we obtain ([lf3]; p.62(3.29)), for Zm = Jm) 
m / 2 
/ 
v 
\ H) Jm\z[l + !^)"'X-i) l/2> V t ^ /,("+IPl)/2 p=—oo |P|! 
X c(-P+IPl)/2 o F i [ - ; \p\ + l;bc] Jm+p{z)t^, 2bt < 1 , 
2c 
2;i 
< 1. (4.4.13) 
Several of the fundamental identities for cylindrical functions are special cases of 
generating relation (4.4.13). Also, for c = 0, f = 1 and b = 0, t = I, relation (4.4.13) 
gives the formulas of Lommel ([113]; p.62(3.30) and (3.31), for Z^ = Jm)-
Again, replacing x by z^/A, t by z/2 in generating relation (4.4.12) and using Eq. 
(4.1.3), we obtain a generalization of Graf's addition theorem ([113]; p.63(3.32), for 
m/2 
1 ^ ) " ^™(^(-T)"(-^) 1/2^ 
E(-'^)''^»'^-+p(^)' ri/ z < 1 , r vz < 1. (4.4.14) p=—oo 
Further, taking c — 0, t — I and replacing x by x^/4 and b by -xt/2 in relation 
(4.4.11) and using Eq. (4.1.3), we get a well known generating relation ([108]; p.42 
Eq.8.4(56)). 
oo ,p / \ Tn/2 
J2-J^^^{x) = ( ^ ^ ) J m ( V x 2 - 2 x t ) , meC (4.4.15) 
p=0 ^' ^ ^ 
4.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We note that the expressions (4.3.11) are valid only for group elements 5 in a 
sufficiently small neighbourhood of the identity element of the Lie group T3. However, 
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we can also use operators (4.3.6) to derive generating relations for 3V2PTF and related 
functions with group elements bounded away from the identity. 
If / (x , J/, z, t\ Ti, Ta) is a solution of the equation Co.o/ — oJ^f^ i.e., 
(4.5.1) 
then the function T{g)f given by (4.3.10) satisfies the equation 
Co,oiTig)f) = u^\T{9)f). 
This follows from the fact that Co,o commutes with the operators K'^ ,K~ and K^. 
Now if / is a solution of the equation 
(xi A:+ + X2K- + XiK^)f{x, y, z, t; n , ra) = Xf(x, y, z, t; TUT2), (4.5.2) 
for constants xi, 0:2,0:3 and A, then T(g)f is a solution of the equation 
[T(g){x,K^ + X2K- + XsK')T(g-')][Tig)f] = X[T(g)f]. (4.5.3) 
The iimer automorphism Hg of Lie group T3 defined by 
fig{h) = ghg-\ heT^, (4.5.4) 
induces an automorphism /x* of Lie algebra T3 where 
If a = XiJ+ + XiJ~ + x^J^ where J'+, J' and J^ are given by Eq. (1.6.28) and 
g is given by Eq. (1.6.25), then we have 
//*(a) = (xie" - tea) J + + (3:26-° + cxs):?--+ 2:3 J ^ (4.5.5) 
as a consequence of which, we can write 
Tia^x^K"^ + X2K- +X3K')T{3-^) = ixie''-bx3)K^ + {x2e-'' + cx3)K- + X3K\ 
(4.5.6) 
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To give an example of the application of these remarks, we consider the function 
f{x,y,z,t;ri,T2) = Cm{x,y,z;Ti,T2)t"', m e C. Since CQ.O/ = / and K^f = m/ , so 
the fimction 
[T{g)f]{x,y,z,t;n,r2) = e"^{t-crCm (^{x + bt) ( l - ^ ) ,y,z-n ( l - ^ ) " ' , T 2 ( l - ^ ) 
(4.5.7) 
satisfies the equations 
Co.o[T(p)/] = [T{g)f], (4.5.8) 
{-bK-^ + cK- + K')[T{g)f] = m[r(g) / ] . (4.5.9) 
For a = b — 0 and c = — 1, we can express the function (4.5.7) in the form 
h{x,y,Z,t;n,T2) = {t+irCrnUx+'^yy,Z-,Ti(l + ^j ,T2(l + ^j \ , \t\ < I. 
(4.5.10) 
Now using the Laurent expansion 
h{x,y,z,t;Ti,T2) = '^ hk{x,y,z;Ti,T2)t'', \t\ < 1, 
k=—<x> 
in Eq. (4.5.8), we note that hk{x, y, z; TI, r2) is a solution of differential equation (4.2.3) 
for each integer k. Since the function h{x, y, z, t; TI, T2) is boimded for x = y = z = 0, 
we have 
hk(x,y,z;ri,T2) = CkCk{x,y,z;Ti,T2), cjt e C. 
Thus 
00 
hk(x,y,z,t;Ti,T2) = ^1 <^kCkix,y,z;Ti,T2)t''. (4.5.11) 
fc=—00 
Now from Eq. (4.5.9), we have 
(-K~ + K^)h{x,y,z,t;TuT2) = rnh{x,y,z,t;Ti,T2) 
and therefore it follows that 
Cfc+i = {m-k)ck. 
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- 3 ^ 
Further taking a; = y = 2: = 0in (4.5.10) and using (4.5.11), we get CQ = l / r (m4-l ) 
and hence Ck — l/T{m - A; + 1). Thus we obtain the following result: 
{t + ircm ((^ + f) >?/,^ ;^ i ( i + 7) .^ 2 (1 + ]) 
- Z . T{m-k+l) ' 1^1 < '^ (^ -^ -l^ ) 
fc=-oo ^ 
which is obviously not a special case of generating relation (4.3.12). 
Several other examples of generating relations can be derived by this method see 
for example Weisner [151]. 
We have considered 3V2PTF Cm{x,y,z;Ti,T2) within the group representation 
formalism. These fimctions appeared as basis functions for a realization of the rep-
resentation Q{—l,mo) of the Lie algebra T3. The analysis presented in this Chapter 
confirms the possibihty of extending this approach to other useful forms of generalized 
Tricomi functions as well as to their Bessel counter parts. 
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CHAPTER 5 
LIE - THEORETIC GENERATING RELATIONS 
INVOLVING MULTI-VARIABLE BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF 
TWO INDICES 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of special functions plays an important role in the formahsm of math-
ematical physics. Bessel functions (BF) Jni^) (1.4.19), are among the most important 
special functions with very diverse applications to physics, engineering and mathe-
matical analysis ranging from abstract number theory and theoretical astronomy to 
concrete problems of physics and engineering. 
The importance of BF has been further stressed by their various generalizations. 
Dattoh and his co-workers introduced and discussed generalized Bessel functions (GBF) 
and their multi-variable, multi-index extensions within purely mathematical and ap-
pUcative contexts,see for example [10,16,20,27,28,31,37,41]. GBF have proved a power-
ful tool to investigate the dynamical aspects of physical problems such as electron scat-
tering by an intense Uneariy polarized laser wave, multi-photon processes and undulator 
radiation. The analytical and numerical study of GBF has revealed their interesting 
properties, which in some sense can be regarded as an extension of the properties of BF 
to a two-dimensional domain. In this connection, the relevance of GBF and their multi-
variable extension in mathematical physics has been emphasized, since they provide 
analytical solutions to partial differential equations such as the multi-dimensional dif-
fusion equation, the Schrodinger and Klein-Gordon equations. The algebraic structme 
underlying GBF can be recognized in full analogy with BF, thus providing a unifying 
view to the theory of both BF and GBF. 
A useful complement to the theory of GBF is offered by the introduction of 2-index 
5-variable Bessel functions (2I5VBF), defined as ([27]([19],p.l90(3.23) ) 
00 
2;2,X3,X4,a;5) = ^ Jm-s{Xi,X3)Jri-s{x2,Xi)J^{x5), (5.1.1) 
with the following generating function 
^ Jm,n{^l,X2,X3,X4,Xr,)u"'v'' = e x p - ^ l^ ) " ^ T ( ^ ~ ~ ) 
n=—oo L \ / \ " / 
m,n=—< 
1 
+ 
X4 1 Xr. 
V ^ + — Wf 
1 
2 V" "V ' 2 V" v^) ' 2 \"" uvj • ^^ -^ -^ ^ 
The importance of 215VBF has been discussed in [68], in connection with prob-
lems associated to the radiation emitted by relativistic electrons moving in complex 
structiues. We consider 2-index 5-variable 5-parameter Bessel function (2I5V5PBF) 
defined as: 
Jm,n{^iy^2, ^3, ^4, a^ Si 6 . 6 , 6 . 6 , 6 ) 
= X ) ^5'^rn-s{Xl.,X3;^i,^3)Jn-s{x2,X4;^2,U)M^5), ( 5 . 1 . 3 ) 
s=—oo 
where 6 . 6 . 6 . 6 . 6 ^^ arbitrary complex parameters. 
The generating function for 2I5V5PBF is given as: 
5 ^ -^m,n(a;i,a;2,a;3,X4,X5;6,6.6,6,6)^i"'v" = exp ^ (u-—]+^ Iv-—] 
m,n=-oo •- \ / •^  \ '^ / 
+£a('„2_f|^^^f„._«4^l^:^/^^„„_ 1 
u^ v^ 6wt;, 
(5.1.4) 
This is the most convenient form to find the generating relations by using Lie 
theoretic approach. 
The 2I5V5PBF J,n,„(xi;6), {i = 1,2,3,4,5) defined by Eqs(5.1.3) and (5.1.4) 
satisfy the following differential and pure recurrence relations 
^ Jm,n{^i]^i) = ^ Jm,n-l{^u S,i) ~ S2*^m,n+l(2^t; St) 
^ Jm,n{Xi', ^i) = - J m - 2 , n ( X t ; 6 ) ~ 6 ' ^ m + 2 , n ( X i ; 6 ) 
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^—«/m,n(-Tt ;^ i ) = 2 pS -^ i - l . n - lCa^ t lC i ) — 7 - - ^ m + l , n + l ( a ; t ; 6 ) , 
0'S4 ^ 
-Q^JmA^i'^^i) = -f[jm-hn-l{Xu^i) + -^Jm+l,n+l{T.i;^i)^, ( i = 1, 2 • • • , 5 ) , ( 5 . 1 . 5 ) 
and 
Xs 1 
+ X4{Jm,n-2{Xi; Ci) + ^4-An,n+2(a;t; Ct)) 
X5 1 
+ y(C5^m-i,n-i(a;i;'^i) + 7-Jm+i,n+i(xi;^i)), (i = 1,2 • • • , 5). (5.1.6) 
The differential equations satisfied by 2I5V5PBF JmA^u^t), (i = 1,2,3,4,5) are 
V 6 dxi ^ Cix? 5x1 ^ 6x? a i^ "• 6x? da Cixi axi ^ cix?^ ^ ~ ""^  a^ 
^ l l ^ ' ^ " ^ ^ l ^ ' - ^ ^ ' ~ ' " ^ l ; ^ l ^ - 0 - ^ - ' ' ^ ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ) = " ' (^  = 1,2,3,4,5) 
\ 6 5X1 6 x 1 dxi "" 6 x 1 5^4" "^  6 x 1 a a 6 X 2 5X2 6 x r ' ""^ 0^, 
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+ ^ ( 2 + n) ^ + - ^ ( 1 - 2n) J - + - ^ - l ) J„,„(x,;ei)) = 0, {i = 1,2,3,4,5), 
(5.1.8) 
The Bessel functions of integral order have been shown to be connected with the 
faithful irreducible unitary representations of the real Euclidean group E^ in the plane 
[145,152]. The Euclidean group E3 is a real 3-parameter global Lie group, whose Lie 
algebra E3 has basis elements 
0 0 0 \ 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 / 
, J3 = 
/ 0 
1 
Vo 
- 1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
: ^ i = 0 0 0 , J 2 - | 0 0 1 | , J 3 = | l 0 ) , (5.1.9) 
V 0 0 0 / 
with commutation relations 
[Jl,J2] = 0, [J^3,Ji] = J2, [J3,J2\ = -Jl. (5.1.10) 
The three dimensional complex local Lie group T3 is the set of all 4 x 4 matrices of 
the form (1.6.25 ). A basis for the Lie algebra Ts = ^^ ,(^ 3) is provided by the matrices 
(1.6.28 ) with commutation relations (1.6.29 ). 
Further, we observe that the complex matrices 
J^' = -J2 + iJu J~' = J2 + iJu J^' = iJ3, i^yf^, (5.1.11) 
satisfy the commutation relations identical with (1.6.29).Thus we say that % is the 
comlexification of S3 and £3 is a real form of Ta [64]. Due to this relationship between 
73 and S3, the abstract irreducible representation Q(a;,mo) of 73 induces an irreducible 
representation of S3. 
In this Chapter, we deal with the problems of framing 2I5V5PBF Jm,n{^i,^i), 
(i = 1,2,3,4,5) into the context of the representation Q{uj, mo) of the Lie algebra T3. 
In Section 5.2, we consider some special cases of 2I5V5PBF Jm,n{T.i] ^ i). In Section 5.3, 
we derive generating relations involving 2I5V5PBF Jm,nixi;^i), (z = 1,2,3,4,5). In 
Section 5.4, we consider some applications of these generating relations. Section 5.5 is 
devoted to the concluding remarks. 
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5.2. SPECIAL CASES AND PROPERTIES OF 2I5V5PBF J^,n(a;i,;$i), 
(i = 1 , 2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ) 
We note the following special cases of 2I5V5PBF Jjn,n(xi',^i), (i = 1,2,3,4,5): 
(1) ^m,n(a;i,a;2,X3,X4,X5; 1,1,1,1,1) = Jm,n(a;i,X2,X3,X4,a;5), (5.2.1) 
where Jm,nixi,X2, x^, x^, x^) denotes 2I5VBF defined by the generating function (5.1.2). 
(2) Jm,n(a;i->a;,a:2->y,0,0,X5->-z;l,l ,6,^4,C5->0 = ^m,-,i(a;,?/,z;0> (5.2.2) 
where Jm,n(x, y, z; ^ ) denotes 2-index 3-variable l-paxameter Bessel functions (2I3V1PBF) 
defined by the generating function ([37]; p.344(1.2)). 
^ Jm,n{x, y, z\ ^)w"*u" = exp 
in,n=—oo 
- I t \ + 7:\v +;:: i'^'^ — ~^— 
(5.2.3) 
(3) Jm,n(a;i->'X,X2-> y, 0,0, X5-)-2; 1,1,6,^4,1) = ^i,n(2;,j/,^), (5.2.4) 
where J-m.,n{^^-, y, z) denotes 2-index 3-variable Bessel functions (2I3VBF) defined by the 
generatmg function ([28]; p.3639(13)). 
^ Jm,ni^^ y. ^)^t"'^ ;" = exp 
m,n=—oo 
l ( " - J + lG-^) + i(""-^ 
(5.2.5) 
(4) Jru,n(a:i ^ x , X 2 - > x , 0 , 0 , X 5 - > x ; l , l , 6 , C 4 , 6 - > - 0 = ^m,n(a;;0. (5.2.6) 
where Jm,n{x',0 denotes 2-index 1-variable 1-parameter Bessel functions (2I1V1PBF) 
defined by the generating function ([28]; p.3648(43)). 
Y^ JmA^; 0^ "^"^ " = exp 
m,n=—oo 
l{{-'i)'{-l)'-{^^^-£ (5.2.7) 
(5) JmA^l -> X, X2 ^  X, 0, 0, X5 -> X; 1, 1, ^3, ^4, 1) = Jm,n{^)^ (5.2.8) 
where Jm,n{x) denotes 2-index 1-variable Bessel functions (2I1VBF) defined by the 
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generating function ([28]; p.3637(l)), 
5 ^ -^m,n(a:)t/'"w" = exp 
m,n=—oo 
i(r"^) + G~i) + (""-^  (5.2.9) 
(6) J m . n ( a ; i - ^ x , 0 , X 3 ^ y , 0 , 0 ; 6 - ^ 2 , 6 , 6 ^ 2 ' , ^ 4 , 6 ) = Jm{x;zly;z'), (5.2.10) 
or 
^m,n(0 ,X2->x,0 , .7 ;4^y,0 ;6 ,6-^2 ,6 ,^4->2 ' ,^5) = Jn{x; z/y, z"), (5.2.11) 
where Jm(a;; -z/y; 2') denotes 2-variable 2-parameter Bessel functions (2V2PBF) defined 
by the generating function ([37]; p.160(4.1)), 
J2 M^;z/y,z')u"' = exp I (" - ^) +1 [^'^ - ^ (5.2.12) 
(7) Jm,n(2;i ^a ; ,0 ,a :3->-y,0 ,0; l ,6 , l ,C4,6) = Jm{x,y), 
or 
-^m,n(0,X2->-a;,0,X4-^t/,0;6,l,^3,l,6) = Jn{x,v), 
(5.2.13) 
(5.2.14) 
where Jm{x, y) denotes 2-variable Bessel functions (2VBF) defined by the generating 
function ([31]; p.24(1.8(a))), 
y ^ Jm{x, y)u"' = exp X u l ^ , y 
u 2 + X w - U'' 
(5.2.15) 
(8) Jm,n(a;i-»a:,0,Z3 ^ y , 0 , 0 ; - l , 6 , - l , ^ 4 , C 5 ) = Imix,y), 
or 
-^m,n{0,2;2-^x,0,a:4^7/ ,0;6,- l ,^3,-1,6) = Inix,y), 
(5.2.16) 
(5.2.17) 
where Im{x, y) denotes 2-variable modified Bessel functions (2VMBF) defined by the 
generating function ([20]; p.331(2.11(a))), 
^ Im{x, y)v!^ = exp - '„ + iU|fn^ + l 
u 2 if^ 
(5.2.18) 
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(9) Jm.n(a;i-^a;,0,X3->2;,0,0;0,6,0,e4,e5) = ; ^ ^ - ( | ' | ) ' (5-219) 
or 
where Hm{x,y) denotes 2-variable Hermite Kampe de Feriet polynomials (2VHKdFP) 
defined by the generating function ([37]; p.151(3.1)), 
y] Hm{x, t/) ^ = exp(xu + yu^). (5.2.21) 
m=0 
(10) J„v.n(xi-^x,0,a-3^1/ ,0 ,0;0,a6^C,^4,6)= E ) ' \ ,, J.(y; 0.(5-2.22) 
s=o (JTi - 2s)! 
or 
K2] Cx/2)"-^'" 
. /m.n(0 ,X2-^x ,0 ,X4->y,0 ;6 ,0 ,6 ,^4^^ ,^5)= E / o M ^r(t/ ;0, (5-2.23) 
r=o (»^  - 2r)! 
where Jm(y;^) denotes 1-variable 1-parameter Bessel functions (IVIPBF) ([37]; p.l62). 
(11) Jm,n{xi -^ X, 0, X3 -> y, 0,0; i, 6 , ^ 6 , 6 ) 
= e x p l — ^ 1 J ^ l x e x p l — j . y e x p l — 1,—1 , (5.2.24) 
or 
^m,n(0, X2 - 4 X, 0, X4 ^ ?/, 0; ^1, 2, ^3, Z, ^5) 
= e x p l — ^ 1 J„( xexpl — 1 ,yexpl — 1 , — j , (5.2.25) 
which can be viewed as a kind of generaUzed Kelvin function ([37]; p. 164). 
Further, the special case 
^m,n(2;i ->x,0,X3 -^ J/, 0,0; i, ^2,1, ^4,6) = exp f—— j J^ (xexp( — J , y , i j , 
(5.2.26) 
or 
-'m,n(0,X2 ->x,0,X4 -> 2/, 0; ^i, z, ^3,1,6) = exp ( — — J J„ (xexp ( — J , j / , i j , 
(5.2.27) 
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provides another interesting form ([37]; p. 164). 
(12) JmA^i -^ X, 0,0,0,0; 1 ,6 ,6 .^4 ,6) = Jm{^), (5.2.28) 
or 
J m . n ( 0 , X 2 ^ x , 0 , 0 , 0 ; 6 , l , 6 , 6 , 6 ) = M^), (5.2.29) 
where Jm(^) denotes ordinary Bessel function defined by the generating function (1.4.19 ). 
(13) J m , n ( a ; i - ^ x , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ; - l , 6 , 6 , 6 , 6 ) = /m(x), (5.2.30) 
or 
^m,n(0,X2 ^ X, 0 , 0 , 0 ; 6 , - 1 , 6 , 6 , 6 ) = In{x), (5.2.31) 
where /T„(X) denotes modified Bessel functions (MBF) defined by the generating func-
tion ([37]; p.23(5.1), 
^ Im{x)v!^ = exp 2 ( ^ + ~ ) 
(14) J^ ,„(xi->4x, 0 , -2 ,0 ,0; 0 ,6 ,0 ,6 ,^5) - Hm{x), 
or 
Jm,n(0,X2->4x, 0 , -2 ,0 ; 6 , 0 , 6 , 0 , 6 ) = ^n(x). 
(5.2.32) 
(5.2.33) 
(5.2.34) 
where Hm{x) denotes Hermite polynomials defined by the generating function(1.4.29) 
It is worth to mension the following expansions of Jm,n{xi,$,i), {i = 1,2,3,4,5) 
in terms of 2-index 5-variable Hermite Kampe de Feriet polynomials (2I5VHKdFP) 
Hm,n{xi,X2,X3,X4,Xs) defined by the generating function([27]; p.l89(3.20)) 
ytnyu 
V " i/„i,„(xi,X2,X3,X4,X5)— = exp(XiM-|-X2U-|-X3li^ + X4U^  + X5Uu), 
^—'„ m! n! 771,71=0 
T ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . C C C C C \ \~^ Hm+r,n+s (Xi X2 X3 X4 X56 \ 
J 7 n . n ( x x , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 , X 5 , 6 , 6 , 6 , 6 , 6 ) = > ^ ( ^ ^ ^ ) , ( ^ ^ ^ ^ , ( y , y , y , y , — J 
r,s=0 ^ ' \ / \ / 
X 
H, r,s -X16 -2:26 -2:36 -2:46 -X5^ 
- I .<?! r! s! \ 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 6 
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(5.2.35) 
The addition and multiplication theorems have noticeable relevance and are par-
ticularly useful for numerical evaluation of 2I5V5PBF Jm.nixu^i), {i = 1,2,3,4,5). 
The Neumann addition theorem for Jm,n(a;t; ^i), {i = 1,2,3,4,5) is given by 
^m,n(a:i±yi, a;2±y2, X3±yz, a;4±y4, xsiys; 6 , 6 , 6 , 6 . 6 ) 
oo 
= 2 J Jm±p,n±q{Xu X2, X^, X4,, X^; 6 , 6 , 6 , 6 1 6)'^p,<j(?/l, ?/2, ?/3, VA, t/si 6 , 2:2, 6 , 6 , 6 ) 
P,g=-oo 
(5.2.36) 
and multiplication theorem for Jm,n{xi; Ct)y {i = 1.2,3,4,5) is given in the following 
way: 
• / m , n ( A x i , / i X 2 , a a ; 3 , / ? X 4 , / X X 5 ; 6 , 6 , 6 , 6 , 6 ) = -^'"/^" 2 _ / 
p,q=0 ^ ^ 
1-A2>^xi , {l-n'\x, ' 
.. r /^  c c ""c ^c ^A u fi fl-X^\xi , 
X -Jm+p,n+9 I a;i,a;2,a;3,a;4,a;5;^i,^2, T26, -26 . y I ^ M 16 I—^—I y,C; 
5.3. GENERATING RELATIONS INVOLVING 2I5V5PBF JmA^i'^ 6 ) , (» = 
1,2,3,4,5) 
We derive generating relation involving 2I5V5PBF Jm,n{xi;6), (^  = 1,2,3,4,5) by 
using the representation Q{w, nio) of the Lie algebra Tg. We note that w,mo ^C such 
that ly 7^  0 and 0 < ReniQ < 1 and the spectrum S of this representation is the set 
{mo + fc : fc an integer}. 
In order to find a realization of this representation, we look for the functions 
/m.n(xi,w,t;;6) = Zm,n{^i;^i)vrv'', (i = 1,2,3,4,5), (5.3.1) 
such that 
^ fm,n — '^Jm,n-, K Jm,n — ^Jm->rl,ni K Jm,n = ^fm-l,n, 
Co,ofm,n = {K+K-)fm,n = c^ Vm.n, (o; ^  0; m G s) (5.3.2) 
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and also 
K fm,n — Tlfm,n, ^ fm,n — <^fm,n+\, K fm,n — w / m , n - l , 
G^fiUn = {!<"-'K-')fm,n = U,^Un, {(^ ^ O^Tl E s) ( 5 . 3 . 3 ) 
The sets of operators {K^, /('••", K~} and {K^\ K'^', K~'} satisfy the commutation 
relations identical to (4.3.2). 
There are numerous possible solutions of Ecj (4.3.2). We assume that the sets of 
linear differential operators {K^,K'^,K~} and {K^',K'^',K~'} take the forms 
d 
K^ = u 
K' 
K-
u 
u 
du' 
Id ^_^_i^A ^^^ " ^ 
,6 dxi ^ixi dx2 6a;i d^z iiXi d^s ^a^i Ou (5.3.4) 
dxi xi dxz xi diz xi 9^5 xi du 
and 
ov 
K^' v_d_ 2 x 4 _ _ a _ _ ^ _ 5 _ ^ C 5 d V d 
.6^2:2 62:25X4 i2X2d(,A 63^2 5^5 62:2 C)W (5.3.5) 
/C- = V -I 
d 2x4_d__^_d_ i5_d__v_d' 
dX2 X2 9X4 2:2 9^4 X2 9^5 X2dv 
respectively. The operators in Eqs. (5.3.4) and (5.3.5) satisfy the commutation rela-
tions (4.3.2). 
In terms of the functions Zm,n{xi;^i), (i = 1,2,3,4,5) and using operators (5.3.4) 
and (5.3.5) relations (5.3.2) and (5.3.3) reduce to 
m 
(i) 
(ii) 
1 d ^ A _ i ! L A^-_^_^ 
6 dxi ^1X19x3 ^a^i 9^3 63^1 5^5 1^X1 
^m,n(Xt;^t) ~ UjZm+l,n{Xi;^i), 
d 2x3 9 4 6 a £5 5 
H ~ IT:—r 
m 
9xi ' xi 9x3 xi 9 6 xi 9 6 xi 
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-^m,n(Xi; 6 ) = (^Zm-l,niXi; 6 ) , 
(iii) J 5 I 2± 1_ el d' 6 5x2 - ^^3-2 9^2 - ^^^2 5^2 ^^2-2 Q^2 ^^^^ Q^^ ^^^2 
5 . 4X3 . d 
8^3 6 
6x? 
r ( l - 2 m ) - - + mr 
'56 ' 6xr^ """'56 ' 6a:?J (2-l-m)7:^ + 
a;^2m.n(xi;6), ( i = 1,2,3,4,5) 
^in,n\-^ii S i / 
(5.3.6) 
and 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
46 5 ^ 6 d n I d 2x4 d 1 
6 5x2 62:2 5x4 62:2 5 6 62:2 5^5 6a;2 ZmA^i'^i) = ^Z,n^n+l{Xi]^i), 
d 2x4 d 
— + 
X2 
n 16_5_ + A _ ^ 
X2 5X4 ^2 5 6 5X2 5 6 X2 
Zm,n{Xi;^i) =UjZm,r>.-\{Xi;^i), 
1 52 ^ M _ 5 ^ ^ 1 6 g ^ ^ ^' 52 1 
6 dxl iiA 9^4 (2x1 dil I2XI dil 62:2 5x2 63^2 
5 
5 6 ' 62^2'' ~ " ' 5 6 
= u?Z^,^{xi-i^, (1 = 1,2,3,4,5), 
5 4X4 . 5 
8^4 ,„ X 5 
•"m.nV^Ji; ^t) 
(5.3.7) 
respectively. The complex constant iv in these equations and in Eqs. (5.3.2),(5.3.3) is 
clearly nonessential. Hence we can take w = — 1. 
For this choice of w, we see that (iii) of Eqs.(5.3.6) and (5.3.7) coincide with the 
difiPerential equations (5.1.7) and (5.1.8) respectively of 2I5V5PBF Jm,n(a:i;6), {i = 
1,2,3,4,5). In fact, for all 771, W G 5 t h e choice for •2^m,n(2;ij6) — Jm,n{Xu(,i), {i = 
1,2,3,4,5) satisfy Eqs. (5.3.6) and (5.3.7). It follows from the above discussion that 
the functions /m,n(a;i,«,u;6) = *An.n(a;i;6)w'"^"i (^  = 1,2,3,4,5) m,n ^ S form a 
basis for a realization of the representation (5(—l,Tno) of Ta- By using Theorem 1.7.1, 
this representation of T3 can be extended to a local multiplier representation T of 
Ta, defined on J^, the space of all functions analytic in a neighbourhood of the point 
(x?,x^,x°,x«,x°,«°,t;0;^?,^5,C?,6°,^) = (1,1,1,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,1,1). 
Using operators (5.3.4) the action of the one parameter groups exp(r J"^), exp(6J'+), 
exp(cj'~) are obtained by integrating the following differential equations 
^ = 0 , ^ = 0 , (i = 1,2,3,4,5) ^ = « M , ^ = 0, ^ = 0, dr dr dr dr dr 
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dXi{b) _ U{b) dX2{b) _ dX3(6) _ 2X3{b)u{b) dx^jb) _ dx^jb) 
db 6(6)' db db Ub)xi{b)' db db 
dCiW^Q^ dU^^Q d^zjb) _ ^Ub)u{b) ^ ^ ^ ^ 0 , "^'^^^ - ^'^^^ 
db db 
du{b) 
db ~ ^i{b)xi{by db 
dxi(c) 1 dx2(c) 
db 6(fe)a;i(6)' db db ^db)xi{by 
u{b) dv{b) _ ^ Mb^ ^ ^ 
db 
dc 
dCi(c) 
u(c)' dc 
_ dx^jc) _ 2x3(c) dx^jc) _ dxslc) _ ^ 
dc u{c)xi{c) dc dc 
= 0 ^ M E I ^ O ^ 3 ( C ) ^ -46(0) ^ dC4(c) ^ Q^  d^5(c) _ Uc) 
dc ' dc ' dc u(c)xi(c)' dc ' dc u(c)xi(c)' 
du(c) 1 dv{c) ^ ^ du{c) ^ ^ (5.3.8) dc xi{c)' dc "' dc 
subject to the conditions Xt(0) = Xi, ^(0) = 6 , u(0) = u, v{Q) = v, i/(0) = 1, 
{i= 1,2,3,4,5), where u is mnltipUer of the representation. 
Hence, the values of the multipUer representations of exp(r J"^), exp(6J'+), exp(cj'~) 
are given by 
[r(exprJ '^) /](xi ,X2,X3,X4,X5,u,u;6,6,6,6,6) 
= f{xi,X2, X3, X4, X5, ue", v; 6 , 6 , 6 , U, (b), 
[r(exp6J'+)/](xi,X2,X3,X4,X5,'U,u;6,6,6.^4,6) = / I a:i f l + - — 2buy^' I ,X2, 
A 2bu\ / 26w 
2:3 1 1 + T— ] ,XA,X5,U\1 + 
-1/2 
62^1, 6a;i, 
,v;^i,^2,(z 1 + 
6 2 : 1 / , 6 ,6 1 + 
2bu\ 
6 2 1 / 
l/2^ 
/ / 2 c \ ' / ' [T(expc»7 ) / ] (xi ,X2,X3,X4,X5,w,u;6,6,6,6,6)= / I 2:1 ( 1 j ,X2, 
2:3 1 ,x4,x5,u 1 , ' y ; 6 , 6 , 6 1 , 6 , 6 U 
\ UXiJ \ UXiJ \ UXiJ \ UXiJ 
- l / 2 ^ 
2bu 
62^1 
< 1 , 
2c 
UXi 
< 1 , (5.3.9) 
for f eT. If p e T3 is given by by Eq. (1.6.25 . ), then 
g = {expbj'^){expcj~){expaj^). 
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Therefore, for / 6 ^ and p in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the identity 
we have 
l^(p)/](a;i, iC2, xa, X4, X5, u, v; ^ 1 , 6 , 6 , ^4, Cs) 
= [r(exp bJ+)T{exp cJ-)T{ew aJ^)f]{xi,X2, X3, x^, x^, u, v; 6 , 6 , 6 , 6 , ^5) 
and hence we obtain 
[T{9)f]{xi,X2,X3,X4,X5,U,V]^l,^2,^3,^4,C5) = f [Xi(l + | ( 1 -
X2,X3 ( l + 26u 
6a;i, 
1 -
2c^ 
v;6,6,6 1 + 
26u" 
- 1 
2c 
6a:i 
-1/2 
1/2 
, / 26txV^ A 2c \ 
, X4, xs, e It 1 + - — 1 
\ . ^ixij \ uxij 
UXi 
1/2 
uxij \ 6a:i 
26u 
6a;i < 1 , 
2c 
tXXi 
< 1 . (5.3.10) 
The matrix elements of T(g) with respect to the analytic basis {fm,n)m,nes are the 
functions Aik{g) uniquely determined by Q(—1, mo) of % and are defined by 
oo 
l=-oo 
fc = 0 , ± l , ± 2 , ± 3 - - - , ( i = 1,2,3,4,5). 
(5.3.11) 
Therefore, we prove the following result: 
Theorem 5.3.1 The following generating equation holds : 
/ 1 - {2c/ux,) V" r ( (, 2lm\'/' / 2c \'^^ 
ll + (2W6xi)j ^ - - r l ' ^ W V'^r) '"" 
- 1 
2:311 + 7 — ) 1 1 — — ) ,a:4,2;5;6>6>6 {1 + 2lm \ " V . 2c ^ ^ 6a;i, UXi 6a;i. 1 - UXi ,6, 
(• ^  ^ f 0 - 3'1 = E^^c<-.-^—V.1-. I.M; M ^5 1 + 
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X Jm+p,n{^\^ ^2, 2:3, X4, X5,6, 6 ) 6 , 6 . 6 )^^ . 
Proof. Using (5.3.10), we obtain 
1-(20/^X1) Y'"^ 
26u 
X16 
< 1 , 
2c 
UX\ 
< 1. (5.3.12) 
X3 1 + 
1 + (2&u/6xi) 
26w 
\ - / \ ( / 26uV/V, 2c \'/^ 
6a;i, UXi 
- 1 2c \"^ ^ ^ ^ L 2bu 
^ix 1 -
2c 
UXi 
^ ^ / 26t/V^Vi 2c 
6a; 1 UXi 
- l / 2 ^ 
= ^ Ai,„_^(^)J^+I,„(Xi,X2,X3,X4,X5;6,^2,6,6,6)w' mo+l—m (5.3.13) 
i=-oo 
and the matrix element Aik{g) axe given by (4.3.14). Substituting the value oiAik{g) 
given by(4.3.14) into (5.3.13), we obtain the result(5.3.12). 
Similarly, for the operators (5.3.5), we have the following result: 
Theorem 5.3.2. The following generating equation holds: 
2c'\^/2 
I ,3:3, 
VX2J 
/ i-(2c>x2) \"/^ / / ^2b'Vy/v 
/ 2b'v\f^ 2c'\'/' , , , , ( , 2b'vY^ f 2(^Y 
\ 62^2/ V ^^2/ V 63^2/ V VX2J 
o F i h ; |q|+l; b'c'\ 6 ( 1 + — ) ''' (iL^ 
- l / 2 ^ 
^2x2 J \' VX2J I Jr"^ kl' 
q=—00 
X J-m.,n-^q{X\,X2, X3, X4, X5; 6» ^2, 6 . ^4, Cs)^ '^, 2yv 
^2X2 
< 1 , 
2c' 
yx2 
< 1. (5.3.14) 
The following corollaries are immediate consequences of Theorems 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. 
Corollary 5.3.1. The following generating equation holds: 
1 + (r/ui/Xi) 
,l + (rui / /6xi) . 
m/2 
Jm,n hci 1 + ruu 
62:1, 
1/2 1/2 
1 + 
Ul/Xi 
,X2, 
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xz (-3(- - 1 UUXi , a ;4 ,X5; ^ 1 , ^ 2 , 6 ( 1 + ruu \ / r _ _ 1 + Q 2 ; I / \ uuxi 
^«.Mi + ? ^ ) " ^ ' - ' 
-1/2 
UUXi ) 
= 5 3 (~^)'''^pW'^'n+p.'»(^i'^2,a;3,a;4,a;5;^i,^2,6,^4,6)w'', 
p = — 0 0 
Ul/Xi < 1 , 
r u j / 
< 1 . 
(5.3.15) 
Proof. If 6c 7^  0, we can introduce the co-ordinates r and u such that b = ru/2 and 
c = —{r/2u), with these new coordinates the matrix elements(4.3.14) can be expressed 
as 
Aikig) = exp{{mo + k)T)){-vy-''Ji-kir), fc = 0 ,±1,±2,-• • (5.3.16) 
and the generating relation (5.3.12) yields (5.3.15). 
Corollary 5.3.2. The following generating equation holds: 
( 1 + jr' 
\1 + {r'v 
Ivi/x-i) nl2 
v'v 1x2^2). Jm,n I 2;i,a;2 (1 + 
r'i/v\ 1/2 r.' \ 1/2 
1 + 
X4 (-S)(- - 1 
VU'X2, 
- 2 
,2 :3 , 
U 1 / X 2 ; 
1/2 / ^/ \ - l / 2 
VI/X2) 
00 
..s;6,6,6.6(l + g ) " ( l . j l - ) , 
= X ] (-'^')'-^9(r')-^»,n+<?(a;i,X2,X3,a;4,X5;^i,^2,6,^4,^5)v'', 
q=—oo 
r' 
V1/X2 
< 1 , 
r'l/v 
< 1. (5.3.17) 
5.4. APPLICATIONS 
We discuss some appUcations of the generating relations obtained in the preceding 
section. 
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I. Taking c = 0 and ii = 1 in generating relation (5.3.12), we get 
2b 
"m.n I -^l 
, 26 V ' ( 
1 + 7 ' 3:2,13 I 
= ^ j—-/m+p.nCa^l, 3:2, 2:3, 2:4, Xs; ^ 1 , ^2, 6 , ^4, ^ 5), 
26 \ 
,^4,6 1 + 
26 
p=0 
26 
62:1 
< 1. 
(5.4.1) 
Again taking 6 = 0 and w = 1 in generating relation (5.3.12), we get 
1 -
2c m/2 1/2 - 1 
Jm,n\^\[^- — \ , X 2 , X 3 ( l - — ) , X4, ^ s , 6 , 6 , 
2c\ 2c -l/2^ 
(c) 
= y ^ , — r ' ^ m - p . n ( 3 ^ 1 , 3:2,3:3, X4,X5; ^ 1 ,^2 ,6>^4 , ^5), 
p=0 
2c 
Xi 
< 1 . (5.4.2) 
Further taking 2:2 = xs = X4 = X5 = 0 and ^1 = 1 in generating relations (5.4.1) 
and (5.4.2), we obtain the formulas of Lommel ([113], p.62(3.30,3.31)) respectively. 
Similarly we can obtain results corresponding to generating relation (5.3.14). 
II . Taking $,i{i = 1,2,3,4,5) = u = u = 1 in generating relation (5.3.15), we obtain 
the following result: 
Jm,n{xi f 1 + — j ,a;2,X3,X4,a;5 j = 22, M'^)Jm+p,n{^l,X2,X3,X4,X5), r 
Xi 
(5.4.3) 
where Jm,n(a:i,X2,a;3,a;4,X5) denotes 2IBVBF given by Eq. (5.1.2). Similar results can 
be obtained from generating relations (5.3.12), (5.3.14) and (5.3.17). 
I I I . Taking 2:3 = X4 = 0, ^1 = 2^ = « = w =^  1 and replacing xi by x, X2 by y, Xg by z 
and ^5 by ^ in generating relation (5.3.15), we get 
0 0 
Jm,n (X (1 + ^ ) > 2/> -^ ; ^) = X I •^P(^) -fm+pA^^ 2/> Z] C), 
p=—00 
< 1 , (5.4.4) 
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where Jm,n(x,y,2;0 denotes 2I3V1PBF given by Eq. (5.2.3). 
Further, taking ^ = 1 in generating relation(5.4.4), we obtain ([101]; p.308(4.3)) 
Jm,n[x(l + -j,y,zj = ^ Jp{r)J^+p^„{x,y,z), - < 1 (5.4.5) 
p = — 0 0 
wliere Jm,n{^,y,z) denotes 2I3VBF given by Eq. (5.2.5). Similar results can be ob-
tained from generating relations (5.3.12), (5.3.14) and (5.3.17). 
IV. Taking X2 = x^^ = xu 0:3 = X4 = 0; ^1 = 6 = 1 and replacing xj by x and ^5 by ^ 
in generating relation (5.3.15), we get ([101]; p.309(4.5)) 
(Trf^)""^-" (4+ —)"'(' +-)"'---^ ^< (' + —)""'(1 +- )"1 
\ l + (rwi//x)/ \ V uiyx/ \ x J \ uvx) \ x ) } 
00 
{-iyyjp{r)J^+p,n{x;OuP, < 1, < l, (5.4.6) 
I Ul/X X \ 
P— — 00 
where JmA^'^O denotes 2I1V1PBF given by Eq. (5.2.7). 
Further, taking ^ = w = i/ = l i n generatuig relation (5.4.6), we obtain ([101]; 
p.309(4.5)) 
0 0 
./m.n(a;(l + ^ ) ) = ^ yp(r)J„i+p.„(x), - < 1. (5.4.7) 
p = — 0 0 
where Jm,n{^) denotes 211VBF given by Eq. (5.2.9). Similarly we can obtain results 
corresponding to generating relations (5.3.12), (5.3.14) and (5.3.17). 
V. Taking ^2 = ^4 = X5 = 0 and replacing Xi by x, X3 by y, ^1 by z and ^2 by z' in 
generating relation (5.3.12) and using Eq(5.2.10), we get ([98]; p.507(3.12)) 
l + (2bu/xz)J \ \ xz J \ uxj V ^z J \ uxj ' 
\ zx J \ uxj 
= E nT- ^ '^'^ ""'^ ' ^^""''' °^^f-= '1^ 1 +1= '^ ^1 Jm^p{^;z\y;z% (5.4.8) IPI 
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where Jm{x;z/y;z') denotes 2V2PBF given by Eq. (5.2.12). Similar results can be 
obtained from generating relations(5.3.14), (5.3.15) and (5.3.17). 
FVirther taking b = -c and z — z' - u = I in generating relation (5.4.8) and using 
Eq(5.2.13), we obtain ([98]; p.508(4.4)) 
..(.(i-|),.)=E^ (-l)^^clH oFi[-; , H + 1; ,-c^\,.J,n+p{x,y), < 1. 2c 
X 
(5.4.9) 
v/here Jm{x,y) denotes 2VBF given by Eq. (5.2.15). Similar results can be obtained 
from generating relations(5.3.14), (5.3.15) and (5.3.17). 
VI. Taking X2 == X4 = ^ s = 0, ^i = ^ 3 = - 1 ; 6 = c and replacing xi by x, x^ by y in 
generating relation (5.3.17) and using Eq(5.2.16), we get ([98]; p.509(4.6)) 
Imixil 2c 
X / = E ( - C ) 
\p\ 
p=-oo |P|! 
,oFi[- ; ,b l + i; ,(?] ,im+p{x,y), 2c 
X 
< 1 
(5.4.10) 
where Im{x,y) denotes 2VMBF given by Eq. (5.2.18). Similar results can be obtained 
from generating relations(5.3.14), (5.3.15) and (5.3.17). 
Further, taking y = 0 in generating relation(5.4.10) and using Eq(5.2.30), we get 
I^ (^x ( l - I ) ) = E ^ ° ^ ^ f - ' ''Pl + '^ '^ ']^ -+p(^ )' (5.4.11) 
where Im{x) denotes MBF given by Eq. (5.2.32). 
VII . Taking X2 = X4 = X5 = Ci = 6 = ^ = 0; " = 1 and replacing xj by x, X3 by y in 
the generating relation (5.3.12) and using Eq(5.2.19), we obtain ([98]; p.508(4.3)) 
2c m/2 X 
1 - - /f ^  ; 1 - -
2c\^/^ y 
X X 
^ ( 1 - -
' 2 V X 
-r 
p=0 ^ ^ ^ 
2c 
X 
< 1 , (5.4.12) 
where Hm{x,y) denotes 2VHKdFP given by Eq. (5.2.21). Similar results can be 
obtained from generating relations(5.3.14), (5.3.15) and (5.3.17). 
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Further, taking y = 0 in generatingrclation (5.4.12) and using Eq(5.2.33), we get 
(,-r».(i(-i)'°) = §(r)-"•-©. 
where Hm{x) denotes Hermite polynomials given by Eq. (1.4.29). 
2c 
X 
< 1 , 
(5.4.13) 
VIII. Taking X2 = X3 = x^ = x^ — 0; ^i = I and replacing xi by x in generating 
relation (5.3.12), we obtain ([113]; p.62(3.29)) 
' l - (2c/^/a:)^'" / ' (l + (2Wx)j -^-N^ ux) [ 
26u 
< 1 , 
p=—00 
2c 
(-))\p\ 
ux 
< 1 , (5.4.14) X 6(P+lpJ)/2 oFi(- ; IPI + l;6c)J^+p(x)^t^ 
where Jm{x) denotes ordinary Bessel function given by Eq. (1.4.19). Again taking 
X2 = X3 = X4 = xs = 0; ^1 = u — I and replacing Xi by x in generating relation 
(5.3.15), we get a generahzation of Graf's addition theorem ([113], p.63(3.32)) 
l / 2 \ 
:}^r^^(K-4)"(-T)' 
= E (-^y '^ P(^) '^rn+p{x), 
p=—00 
I X < 1 , i/x 
< 1. (5.4.15) 
Similar results can be obtained from generating relations (5.3.14) and (5.3.17) 
respectively. 
5.5. CONCLUDING R E M A R K S 
We note that the expressions (5.3.11) are valid only for group elements g in a 
sufficiently small neighbourhood of the identity element of the Lie group T3. However, 
we can also use the operators (5.3.4) to derive generating relations for 2I5V5PBF and 
related functions associated with group elements bounded away from the identity. 
If / (xi , u, v; ^i), (i = 1,2,3,4,5) is a solution of the equation Co,o/ = uj^f, i.e., 
/_J_ ^ 
V ^1 dx 
d 4x? d^ 4X3 
6 5x2 ^^ 2-^  Qxi 1^X1 dxl ^iXJ 
d , 16^1 52 _ 8^ 3 
+ ^ ( 1 — ) ^ + S i ^ + S(2H-m)^ dx, Cix? de, 6x? '96 
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a d' , i C ^ 2 \ 
+ F 4 2 (1 - 2 " ^ ) ^ + ^ ) /(xi,u,v;Ci) = iJ'f{xuu,v-ii),{i = 1,2,3,4,5), 
(5.5.1) 
then the function T{g)f given by (5.3.10) satisfies the equation 
Cofi{T{g)f) = u\T{g)f). 
This follows from the fact that Co,o commutes with the operators /C"*", K~ and K^. 
Now if / is a solution of the equation 
{aiK+ + a2K-+ a3K^)f{xi,u,v;^i) = Xf{xuu,v;^i), (i = 1,2,3,4,5), (5.5.2) 
for constants Qi,a2, as and A, then T{g)f is a solution of the equation 
[T{g){a,K^ + a^K' + cxzK')T{g-')][T{g)f] = X[T{g)f]. (5.5.3) 
The inner automorphism fig of Lie group T3 defined by 
fig{h) = ghg-\ heTs, (5.5.4) 
induces an automorphism /z* of Lie algebra Ta where 
fi*g{a) = gag-\ a e 7^. 
If a = a i J + + a2J~ + a^J^ where J ^ , J- and J"^ are given by Eq. (1.6.28) and 
g is given by Eq. (1.6.25), then we have 
fi*g{a) = {aie" - ba3)J-^ + {^26-^ + cas) J" + as J \ (5.5.5) 
as a consequence of which, we can write 
Tig){aiK+ + a2K-+a3K'')T{g-') = {aie^ - basK^ + {a2e-^ + ca3)K-+ a^K^ 
(5.5.6) 
To give an example of the application of these remarks, we consider the function 
f{xi,u,v;^i) = Jm.n(xi;6)w'"w", (i = 1,2,3,4,5), m € C. Since CQ.O/ = / and 
K^f — mf, so the fimction 
[T{g)f]{xuX2,Xs,x,,x,,u,v;^,,^2,^3,U,^^) = e""'(f^~^}^Zi'''\Y V^ 
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satisfies the equations 
Co,o[T{9)f] = [T(5)/], (5.5.8) 
(-6K+ + cK- + K%T{g)f\ = m[T{g)f\. (5.5.9) 
For T = 6 = 0 and c = —1, we can express the function (5.5.7) in the form 
i( c c c c c^ ( 2 ^ 2 u \ ' " / ' „ ^ / / 2 2xA ' / ' 
/l(Xi,X2,X3,X4,X5,U,U;^l,^2,6,^4,C5) = I « + — 1 U Jm.n I ( xf + j , X2, 
=^ ( ' + i l ) . - - - - « "<^ -« ' ( ' + ; ^ ) •«-«= (1 + ; | s ) ' " ) (55.10) 
Now using the Laurent expansion 
00 
h{xuu,v;^Cj = 5Z ^*-"(^'5^')"V, (i = 1,2,3,4,5) |xiw| < 2, 
k=—oo 
in Eq. (5.5.7), we note that hk,n{xi;(,i) (i— 1,2,3,4,5), is a solution of differential 
equation (5.1.7) for each integer k. Since the function h(xi,u,v;^i), {i = 1,2,3,4,5) is 
bounded for Xj = 0, (z = 1,2,3,4,5), therefore we have 
hkA^i'y^i) = CfcJfc,n(a;i;^ i), (i = 1,2,3,4,5), Cfc e C. 
Thus 
oc 
/ifc,n(a:i,w,u;Ci) = ^ CfcJfc,„(x£;^i)uV, (z = 1,2,3,4,5). (5.5.11) 
fc=—oo 
Now from Eq. (5.5.9), we have 
{-K~ + K^)h{xu u, v; ^ i) = mh{xi, u,v]^i), (i = 1,2,3,4,5) 
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and therefore it follows that 
Cfc+i = (m - k)ck. 
Further, taking Xi = 0, (i = 1,2,3,4,5) in Eq(5.5.10), and using Eq(5.5.11), we 
get 
1 
Co = 
r ( m + l ) ' 
and hence 
1 
Cfc = r ( m - f c + l ) ' 
Thus we obtain the following result 
I J ""•" 11^1''"T'j '^ '^^ M ^ ^ j '^4,a;5;6,6,6 (1 + — 1 
2 
^4,6 1 + 
') ) = .?„ i^ ^^ ^^ T^  ' '^"''"'' XiU 
(5.5.12) 
which is not a special case of generating relation (5.3.12). The result (5.5.12) is obtained 
by using operators(5.3.4).We can obtain another result by using operators(5.3.5) 
The theory of BF is rich and wide, and certainly provides an inexhaustible field 
of research. A large number of functions are recognized as belonging to the BF family. 
Many variable BF were introduced at the beginning of the last century, see for example 
[2,70], forgotten for many years and reconsidered within the context of various physical 
appUcations at the end of the last century, see for example ( 3,37]. 
We have considered GBF within the group representation formalism. The 2I5V5PBF 
Jm,n{xi',^i) (i = 1,2,3,4,5) appeared as basis functions for a realization of the repre-
sentation Q{—l,mo) of the Lie algebra Ta. The analysis presented in this Chapter 
confirms the possibihty of extending this approach to other useful forms of GBF. 
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CHAPTER 6 
FRACTIONAL DERIVATIVE TECHNIQUES AND 
FRACTIONAL INTEGRAL OPERATOR 
6.1. INTRODUCTION 
The fractional calculus, like many other mathematical displines and ideas has its 
origin in the striving for extension of meaning. Well known examples are the extensions 
of the integars to the rational numbers, of the real numbers to the complex numbers, of 
the factorials of integers to the notation of the 7-function. Thus the theory of fractional 
calculus is concerned with the nth derivative and n-fold integrals when n becomes an 
arbitrary parameter. 
In this chapter we apply the concept of fractional derivatives to obtain generating 
functions. In the process we build up a fractional derivative operator which play the 
role of augmenting parameters in the hypergeometric functions involved. We then 
employ this operator in identities involving infinite series, and this exercise culminates 
in linear as well as bilinear generating functions for a variety of special functions. 
The literature contains many examples of the use of fractional derivatives in the 
theory of hypergeometric functions, in solving ordinary and partial differential equa-
tions and integral equations as well as in other contents,see for example Ross [125], 
Erdelyi [44], Oldham and Spamier [115],and Srivastava and Buschman [142]. 
The simplest approach to a definition of a fractional derivative commences with 
the formula 
^ { e - } = Dt{e^} = a " e - , (6.1.1) 
where a is an arbitrary (real or complex) number. 
In 1731, Euler extended the derivative formula [108] 
D:{X'} = A ( A - l ) . . . ( A - n + l ) x ^ - " = r p ^ t ^ ^ f i ) " (" = 0,1,2,. . .) (6.1.2) 
to the general form 
where /x is an arbitrary complex number. 
Another approach to fractional calculus begins with Cauchy's iterated integrals, 
which yields the Riemann-Liouville fractional integral of order —^ denoted by I~^f{x) 
and is defined as [108] 
(6.1.4) 
= -^Dr-'ifix)}, Re(/i)>0, 
where the path of integration is along a line from 0 to x in the complex t-plane while 
the Weyl-fractional integral of order —//, denoted by K~'^, is defined as [108] 
^^^^ •^ "^^ ^^  ^ rY /^"^*'"^^"'"'^ ^*^^*' 
^ (6.1.5) 
The fractional calculus has been investigated by many mathematicians [125]. In 
their works the Riemann-Liouville operator (R-L) defined by 
^'^^=f^ r^ "" ~ *^"~'^^ *^  "^  "^^"^  
was the most central, while Erdelyi and Kober defined their operator (E-K) in connec-
tion with the Hankel transform [103] as 
^^:'^ ^ T ^ r^""" ^r'^t^m dt- (6-1-7) 
Weyl and another Erdelyi and Kober fractional operators are defined as follows: 
1 f°° 
and 
K'^'^f = f ( ^ X (* - ^r~'t'~" m dt (6.1.9) 
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respectively. 
In 1978, M. Saigo [128] defined a certain integral operator involving the Gauss 
hypergeometric function as follows: 
Let a > 0 and T] be real numbers. The fractional integral operator /^f''', which 
acts on certain functions f{x) on the interval (0, oo) is defined by 
/o"fV = ^ l\x-tr-'F{a + P,-rj;a;l-^-)mdt, 
Re(a) > 0 (6.1.10) 
Re(rt) ^ 0; A; = [Re(-a)] + 1 (6.1.11) 
Such an integral was first treated by Love [107] as an integral equation. However, 
if one regards the integral as an operator with a slight change, it will contain as special 
cases both R — L and E — K owing to reduction formulas for the Gauss function by 
restricting the parameters. The more interesting fact is that for this operator two kinds 
of product rules may be made up by the virtue of Erdelyi's formula [44], which were 
first proved by using the method of fractional integration by parts in the R — L sense. 
Prom the rules, of course, the ones iov R — L and E — K are deduced. Moreover, this 
operator is representable by products oiR — L's from which it is possible to obtain the 
integrability and estimations of Hardy-Littlewood type [63]. Saigo [128] also defined 
an integral operator on the interval (^,00) as an extension of operators of Weyl and 
another Erdelyi-Kober operators as follows: 
Under the same assumptions in defining Eq(6.1.10) the integral operator /";£•'' is 
defined by 
4";^'V = f ^ / ° ° ( * - ^T~' t-''-^F[a + /?, -77;«; 1 - ^ ) / ( t ) dt, 
Re(a) > 0, (6.1.12) 
= ( - 1 ) ' ^ /^.i'-^-'-V, Re(a) ^ 0; fc = [Re(-a)] + 1 (6.1.13) 
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Later on in 1988, Saigo and Raina [131] obtained the generalized fractional in-
tegrals and derivatives introduced by Saigo [128,129] of the system S^{x) where the 
general system of polynomials 
r=0 
were defined by Srivastava [140], where q > 0 and n > 0 are integers, and An,r are 
arbitrary sequence of real or complex numbers. 
In this chapter, we consider the concept of fractional derivative techniques to 
obtain generating functions. In Section 6.2, we obtain the linear generating functions. 
In Section 6.3, we obtain the bilinear generating functions. In Section 6.4, we consider 
the fractional integral operators due to Saigo and Maeda and established certain results 
in the form of theorems including integration by parts. In Section 6.5, some concluding 
remarks are given. 
6.2. LINEAR GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
Gegenbauer polynomials of two variables and one parameter are defined by [26] 
(X> 
Y,C^ix,y;a)e = {a - 2xt + ytY^ (6.2.1) 
n=0 
Take a = 1 in Eq. (6.2.1) and consider the identity 
(1 - 2xt + yt')-' = (1 + yt'r' (l - Y ^ ) ' • (6.2.2) 
To obtain a generating function from identity (6.2.2), we first rewrite it as 
f:^-^{-mi-2xt)-'-^ytr - (i+^*')~'(i-r|^)'' 
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Now miiltiply both sides of Eq. (6.2.3) by x" ^ and apply the fractional derivative 
operator D^~^, we get 
-X-nf..+2\n (-ira;"-^(l-2xt)-^-"(yt2) 
(i+^vi>r''{x-(i-^) -A' (6.2.4) 
Interchanging the order of differentiation and summation, which is vaUd when 
Re(a) > 0 and \yt'^\ < |(1 - 2xt)\, Eq. (6.2.4) yields 
n=0 
r(/?) 2^Fx[A + n,a;/3;2xt](yfY Tl=0 
^x^-^( l + y t r V , A,a;/3; 2xt 
l + yt^ J 
, |2xtl<min{l, | l+yi2|} (6.2.5) 
or 
E 
n=0 
(-ir(A), 
n! 2F1 [A + n, a; /3; 2xf] {yt'^r = (1 + yt')"^ 2F1 A + n,a; /5; 
2xt 
(6.2.6) 
Again consider identity (6.2.3) and multiply both sides by x'*~^(l — x)"'' and apply 
the operator D°'~^ and then reverse the order of differentiation and summation, which 
is vaUd when Re(a) > 0, we get 
J2 (~^^"(^)" Dr^{x°-^ ( l -x)-"( l -2x0-^-"}(yt ' )" 
= (1+yt^)-Dr^{x--(i - x)-''(i - j ^ y y (6.2.7) 
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Further assuming that 
Eq. (6.2.7), we obtain 
" (-ir(A)„ 
2xt 
< 1, and using Theorems (1.8.1) and (1.8.2) in 
11=0 n! 
Fi 
l+ t / i2 
a,p,X^n-0;x,2xt]{yer = (l + y<')-^Fi a, p, A; 0; x, 2xt 
Now setting X = p - p and using the relation ([48] p.238 Eq(l)j) 
F,[a,P,P';0-hP';x,y] = [\ - y)"-^F, 
we obtain from Eq. (6.2.8) 
1 -y 
E 
»i=0 n! 
(1 - 2xt)-" 2^1 p, a; 0; 
= ( 1 + yf2)"-^+''(l - 2xt + yt^^-a ^^^ 
For p = 0, Eq. (6.2.10), reduces to 
X — 2xt 
l-2xt 
P, ct] P; x{l + yf)-2xt 1 - 2xf + yt^ 
6.3. BILINEAR GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we obtain the biUnear generating functions. 
Consider the identity 
(1 - \ / ^ ) ( l + N / ^ ) + (1 - \ / ^ ) ( l + \/yi) - 2 1 - 2(^ + y) 
or 
l + yf2J 
(6.2.8) 
(6.2.9) 
(6.2.10) 
y ^ ( _ i ) ! i ^ ( l _ 2 x t ) - " ( y t 2 ) " = {l + yt'r~^{i-2xt + yey-. (6.2.11) 
(6.3.1) 
or 
^ ( " ) [ ( l + v / r t ) ( l - v / 5 ) ] ' ' [ ( l + v ^ ) ( l - V ^ ) ] " " ' = 2 " [ l - i ( x + y)]" 
r=0 ^ ^ 
(l-y^'^--- = 2"[l--(a: + y) 
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Multiplying both sides of Eq(6.3.2) by x" ^ip ^ and apply the fractional derivative 
operators D^~^ D^~^, we obtain 
or 
DT'D;-' L-'y-y-' \T (^^ (1 - xtni - ytr-^ 
= Dr^D;;-*|a;"-V-'[2"[l-^(x + y)]" } 
= 2"Dr''x°-^ DJ-* |y -^^  i-^(a; + y) 
•} (6.3.3) 
Now inter changing the order of differentiation and summation, which is valid 
when Re(a) > 0, Re(7) > 0 Eq. (6.3.3) yields 
r=0 ^ ^ 
= 2"I>?-^x a-lj^y-S r 7-1 i-^{a^ + y) ] 
or 
E (")i?r^{x'^-^(i - xtylD^^-'L-r-^i - ytr-^ 
Now using Theorem (1.8.1 ) and (1.8.2 ) in Eq. (6.3.4), we obtain 
(6.3.4) 
,/3-i..6-ir(a)r(7) 
r(/?) r((j) 2
n _ p — 1 „,o—1 ~ \ " / ~ \ I J 771 
-n,a,7; /5,d; y , y 
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or 
F ( ) 2Fi[-r,a;P; xt]2F,l-n+r,r,S;yt] = 2"F2 \-n,a,r, P,S; - , ^ 
(6.3.5) 
6.4. FRACTIONAL INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
An interesting extension of both the Riemann-Liouville and Erdelyi-Kober frac-
tional integration operators was introduced by Saigo [128] in terms of Gauss's hyperge-
ometric function. Fractional integration operators associated with Gauss hypergeomet-
ric function have been defined and studied by Saxena [133], Kalla and Saxena [71] and 
Saxena and Kumbhat [135,136]. Recently Saigo and Maeda [130] further generalized 
the Saigo operators in the folloAving way. 
Let a, a\ /3, fi', 7 6 C and a; > 0 then the generalized fractional calculus operators 
involving Appell fimction F3 are defined by the equations: 
(/o7' '^'^'V)(x) = f ( 5 ^ / ' ( ^ - * ) ' ' ' ^ " ' ' ' ^ 3 (a,«',/?,i9'; T, 1 - ^ , 1 - f ) mdt 
Re(7) > 0; (6.4.1) 
_ _ ^ TO,a',/3+fc,/3',Tr+fc /• 
R e ( 7 ) ^ 0 ; fc = [-Re(7)] + 1 (6.4.2) 
and 
(^a.a'./3#..^)(^) - ^ [ i t - xy-H-'^F, (a,a',P,(3'- r,l-j,l-'-^ mdt 
Re(7) > 0; (6.4.3) 
R e ( 7 ) ^ 0 ; A; = [-Re(7)] + 1 (6.4.4) 
For a' = 0 the above defined operators reduce to Saigo operators [128] defined by 
Eqs. (6.1.10) and (6.1.12). 
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It can be easily seen that the Riemann-Liouville, Weyl and Erdelyi-Kober frac-
tional calculus operators are special cases of Saigo operators. 
We have certain theorems involving the operators given by (6.4.1) and (6.4.3). 
Theorem 6.4.1. For functions f{x), g{x), f{l/x) and g{l/x) defined for 0 < x < oo 
and 7 > 0, we have 
PixT-'-' e'fQ i^:^^^^^'''g{x) dx = j^i^r-'-' f^'gQ iZ''^'''V{x) dx 
(6.4.5) 
provided that each integral exists. 
Proof of Theorem 6.4.1. We have 
/ (.r-' r'/(;) its'^^'M^) ^  = fj^r-' *-/(i) ^ 
X / '(x-tr-h-^ F3la,a',0,ff;rA--A-f\g(t)dtdx 
Jt=0 \ X t / 
££SK9(^ -''^ "'^ ' a , a ' , / ? , / 3 ' ; 7 ; l - - , l - 7 X t g{t) dx dt 
Now using the property of definite integrals that 
f f{x)dx = / m 
Ja Ja 
dt (6.4.6) 
we have 
Jp=0 Jq=\ 
°° 9"^"^ r / I 
l oJ o r ( 7 ) - \q f{-\iq-py-'Fs Q P g{p)dqdp 
/ 
Jo 
Now make the substitution p = — and q—-,we obtain 
x t 
x"-^-'t"g 
x) r(7) \\x - ty-' t-'^'F, a,a',P,P'; 7; 1 - - , 1 -Jo I x 
X 
X t 
f{t)dtdx 
= l\'^--r-H-'g(^iyS;:''^'^''y{x)dx 
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This completes the proof of Theorem 6.4.1. Similarly we can prove the Theorem 
6.4.2. 
Theorem 6.4.2. Under the condition stated in Theorem 6.4.1, we have 
(6.4.7) 
provided that each integral exists. 
Theorem 6.4.3. If 
/•OO 
fix) = / {sxr-' Ft^ 
Jo (aO : iPm); (7n); 
SX g(s)ds 
and ^(x) = Io;°''^'^'''^fix) for a; > 0, then we have 
(ttp) /<oo 
^(x) = / s'-' y{s) I^::'''''''-^ x'-' FtZ 
Jo 
provided that each integral exists. 
Proof of Theorem 6.4.3. We have 
(fe,) •. (c.); 
. M • iPm); (7n); 
sx ds (6.4.8) 
x -a r^ 
r(7) 
W) 
a , a ' , ^ , / 5 ' ; 7 ; l - - , 1 - 7 
X t 
Hx - ty-^ t-"' F: 
Jo 
fix - ty-' t-'^' Fs La', A/?'; 7; 1 - i, l - ^ 
Jo L x t 
Jo 
f{t)dt 
(flp) • (bq) ; ( c r ) ; 
g{s)dsdt 
—a r°° 
(«/) : iPm); (7n); 
/•OO r i 
r(7)/^^"^^^^^j(^^"^^^-^^^"^^~''' 
(«p): (6 , ) ; (cv); 
X Fs\a,a',P,P';r,^-Kl- pp-q;r l:Tn;n SX 
. («0 : (/3m); (7n); 
dtds 
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= r s'-'g{s) I^f^'^'^x'-'FIZ 
Jo 
ds. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.4.3. Similarly, we can prove Theorem 6.4.4. 
n 
' (flp) 
. ( « / ) 
(bq) ; (cr); 
sx 
iPm); (7n); 
Theorem 6.4.4. If 
/•oo 
m = / ( 
Jo 
sx)'-' i ^ ••.m.n 
(a/) : {0m) ; (7n); 
sx g{s)ds 
and ^(x) = /";^''^'^''^/(a;) for x > 0, then we have 
(flp) •  {bq) ; (cr) ; /•oo 
JO 
sx 
. ("0 : Wm) ; (7n); 
ds (6.4.9) 
Now we have results analogoues to integration by parts for the operators (6.4.1) 
and (6.4.3) in the form of the following theorem: 
Theorem 6.4.5. For the function / (x) and ^(x) defined in the positive side of the 
real-axis and 7 > 0, we have 
/•oo /"OO 
/ f{x)lZ''^'^'''9{x)dx = / g{x)I^'i^^^^''y{x)dx 
Jo Jo 
Proof of Theorem 6.4.5. We have 
/•oo 
/ f{x)i^:^^^^''''9{x)dx 
Jo 
/•oo -a ft^x 
/•oo /•oo - a r t r 
= / / ^ / W ( ^ - 0 " - ^ « - " 3^ a,a' ,A/?';7;i-- , 1 - 7 
Jt=0Jx=t^{V I X t 
/•oo -a' foo 
/•oo 
= / 9it)i^£'''''''''mdt 
Jt=0 
a,a',0,(3';r,l--,l-j 
X t 
a,a\P,0';r,l--,l-^ 
X t 
g{t)dtdx 
g{t)dxdt 
f{x)dxdt 
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/•OO 
Jo 
This complete the proof of Theorem 6.4.5. 
6.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In Sections 6.2 and 6.3, we have obtained some Unear and biUnear generating 
functions. In this section we obtain the generalization of the generating function (6.2.6) 
and (6.3.5) in the following form. 
Consider the identity (6.2.3) and multiply both sides by x°'~^ and apply the frac-
tional derivative operators D"^"***... Dx"' ' , we get 
Dl (A)„ ,ai-6x ^ap-6, I ^ V^ (-l)"a;°-^(l - 2x0"^""(y*^)' 
.n=0 
= (1 + ytY' D^"^... ir/-"^ L"-^  (l - j ^ ^ "' I 
Now by using the aheady quoted procedure we obtain the following generalization 
of generating function (6.2.6) 
OO ( - i r (A)n J, 
n=0 
A + n, ai ,--- ,ap; 
A, Ci, • • • jCpj 
2xt 
= il + yt')-\+iF, 2xt 
i + yt^ 
(6.5.1) 
bi,---,bq; 
Next consider the identity (6.3.2) and multiply both sides y x"~^ y'^~'^ and apply 
the fractional derivative operators D^^'''^... Z)"*'"''' D^'-^'... D" ' - ' ' - we get 
_ n i l - * ! D'h'-^v no'i-Pi ryo'i-Pm 
— ^ x • • • '^x ^ y • • • ^ y p^x^-iy-^-^ 1 - 2 ( ^ + 2/) ] 
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Again by using the already quoted procedure we obtain the following generalization 
of generating relation (6.3.5) 
50 
r=0 ^ ' 
p+l^q 
-r, (ap); 
xt l+l^m 
-n + r, (a,); 
yt 
Several other generating functions can be generalized by this method. 
-n,(ap),(Q,);(6,),(i3„0-, ^ , ^ 
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